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Abstract 
 
 The national target in Denmark is, to supply all the energy demand from renewable 
sources by 2050. In this thesis, proposal for 100% renewable based energy system in 
form of an energy symbiosis in Varpelev – Hårlev area, located in Stevns 
municipality, in Denmark is presented.  
In order to understand the proposal and also contribute more detail to current phase of 
Varpelev – Hårlev project, four phases of work have been considered for development 
of renewable energy project, which are 1. Proposal development, 2.transition phase 
3.project development 4. Physical implementation. 
The four phases are inspired from some of the RUC research group works with 
ongoing renewable energy projects in the municipalities in region Zealand. 
 Series of steps1 and requirements are defined as the detail element of these four 
phases which are developed by applying four approaches which are Integrated design 
approach, Backcasting approach, logical framework approach and system approach.  
The work in this project is on the first two phases, and the two later phases are list of 
the perspective work for in the future that is useful to be considered in development of 
primary phases of the project.  
In the proposal development section, the detail elements of this phase, is presented 
and then it was applied for Varpelev – Hårlev, to give a better understanding of 
technical elements in the proposal and it is briefly explained how different 
components of the proposal have been chosen to be part of future energy system in 
the area and how they are relevant for enhancement of sustainability in the future 
renewable energy system. On the other hand it can be seen in general how a similar 
proposal can be designed and prefeasibility study can be carried for different 
locations. 
Contribution of this thesis was in transition phase. Some the required steps for 
transition of a proposal to a project are defined. Based the carried work in this phase, 
it is concluded that one the major elements in transition phase is to have support from 
municipality and other key actors that can be pursued by participation and education 
                                                
1 The presented elements in these phases are identified in the short time of working with this thesis and may need to be expanded 
and modified in future works. 
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and creation of interest for them from the beginning stages and use their feedbacks for 
improvement of the proposal and its transition to a applicable project. Moreover 
acceptance of key actors and stakeholders are highly dependent on the economical 
feasibility of the designed system, which can be achieved by an efficient design 
through optimization of interrelation between different technical elements of the 
energy system from input unit to demand units. So the next contribution was series of 
calculation on technical feasibility of the suggested energy symbioses, that shows that 
aggregate amount of heat production by suggested symbiosis system will be sufficient 
to cover the demand for entire year, even when there is an overlap of high demand in 
both the Varpelev greenhouse and the Hårlev city. 
Then the interrelation between the technical elements and role of each technology in 
the symbiosis was explained, it was concluded that due to intified interrelations 
between different elements in the energy symbioses, elimination of each of the 
technologies can effect the feasibility of rest of the technologies and consequently the 
whole system. So in order to achieve the intended outcome on emission reduction and 
technical feasibility it is important that these technology implemented as whole 
energy system in the area. 
Furthermore it is concluded that in order to achieve efficient interactions between 
different stakeholders there is need for systematic organization of actors and 
stakeholders. A from of organization was suggested which municipality and a person 
from RUC research group are in the center and play facilitator role to arrange these 
inter actions and possible collaboration between stakeholders and actors. The other 
responsibility will be creation of  action team and assign task to different members 
and assist the through the current phase and later phase of realization of the project.  
Finally at the end, it is concluded that it is not only important to use efficient method 
promote renewable energy development projects but also it is vital to integrate this 
project to the rest of energy system.  
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Abbreviation 
CHP: Combine heat and power  
DKK: Danish kroner which is currency of Denmark. 
EU: European Union  
GHG: Green house gases 
KWh: Kilowatt hour 
MWh: Megawatt hour 
RUC: Refer to Roskilde university in Denmark 
t: ton 
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1 Preface 
 
Varpelev – Hårlev is relatively a small area with sustainability issues regarding 
energy supply. In Hårlev city more than 85% of the heat production and in Varpelev 
greenhouse 100 % of the demand heat production are based fossil fuel which is 
majorly  natural gas and oil in the city and coal in the greenhouse. 
Since 2012, there has been study going on in RUC on possibility and also ongoing 
discussion with relevant stakeholders such as Stevns municipality, local farmer and 
farmer association in order to develop a coherent renewable energy solution in 
Varpelev-Hårlev area. The result of the study was development of a proposal for a 
100% renewable energy system, which will lead to the production of 103,000 MWh 
from local resources. The aggregate production will be equivalent over 17% of Stevns 
total energy (heat, electricity and transport) and the project will effect the 
environmental performance of the Stevns municipality by total reduction of 23119 
MWh2 of fossil fuel consumption and of 7103 CO2 emission which will be above 
committed level of CO2 reduction by municipality due to membership of Covenant of 
Mayors. Therefore implementation of the suggested renewable energy can be a major 
improvement in the environmental performances of the municipality. 
The proposal is suggested to build up an energy symbioses between Hårlev city and 
Varplev  “vegetable greenhouse” which makes it possible to produce the required heat 
in the greenhouse from renewable energy and utilize its excess heat for supplying heat 
demand in Hårlev city.   
 
The proposal include detailed calculations and estimates of resource and technological 
potentials of following:  
 
   • Solar heating plant: Building a solar heating system that can both provide 
Varpelev vegetable greenhouse and Hårlev city with heat.  
   • Biogas plant: establishment of a biogas plant using livestock manure and other 
organic material, especially residues from agriculture, etc.  
                                                
2 Also reduction of using electricity for heating by 2582 MWh which is form of inefficient resource management 
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   • District heating system : establishment of a district heating system in Hårlev city, 
based on solar, byproduct heat from the greenhouse combine heat and power plant 
based on biogas and the recovery of excess heat in the greenhouse.  
   • Wind farms: establishment of a small wind farm with three large wind turbines, 
possibly supplemented by the establishment of a number of small household turbines 
in association with wind turbine development.  
   • Wood chips resources: establishment of wood chips boiler by utilizing residues 
from forestry Stevns (support trees, tops, side branches, etc) that can used as wood 
chips or a straw boiler based produced local straw.  
 
 
The four approaches are Integrated design approach, Backcasting approach, logical 
framework approach, system design which are used for development the model for 
renewable energy development can be studied in the methodology section. 
 
In order to understand the proposal and studying its technical element four phase of 
work was developed tp work with renewable energy that can be found in detail n 
chapter 6 and 7.  The Four phases was developed by synthesizing  some of the 
methods that are already used for working with renewable energy development by 
RUC research group for promotion of renewable energy systems in Region Zealand 
and document them, that can be inspiration for development of renewable energy 
systems and elimination of fossil fuel based energy systems in other location.  
The first phase, which is proposal development, is majorly formed by modeling the 
process of creation of proposal for setting up 100% renewable energy based energy 
system in Varpelev – Hårlev area3 by 2020 and analyze the existing elements of the 
proposal. Currently the proposal for Varpelev – Hårlev is in the transition phase. 
Additionally there was an effort in this work, to improve the proposal by contributing 
further calculation on technical feasibility of the offered future energy system and also 
adding some diagram and apply visionary tools in order to pinpoint some of 
considerations that have to taken into account and then coming up with series of 
suggestion for organizing actors in the project and recommendation for technical 
aspect of the project.  
                                                
3 The area located in Stevns municipality in Region Sjælland, which is situated “on the southeast coast of the island of Zealand 
in south Denmark.”(Wikipedia) 
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There are many proposal that are produced that either cannot be gain support and 
approval from authority and stakeholders to be implemented, or there are some 
project that have been implemented and they were economical failure or they do not 
delivered outcome and effect the development of renewable energy and instead  
became an static fossil fuel saver. The reason for these unsuccessful projects can be 
related to the lack of focus on optimization of the technical feasibility of project in 
relation to the economy and also lack of planning for integration of the project into 
the rest of energy system. 
Failing to gain support of stakeholders and authorities can be such as municipality can 
be related to lack of participation and including the relevant stakeholders and 
consequently inadequate education of stakeholders and creation of interest and benefit 
in a project. 
In the transition phase some the important elements for transition of idea to a project 
can been and how can public and authority acceptance can be persuade from primary 
level of creation of idea and project planning. Also it is shown how integration 
different technical element in an energy symbiosis can make renewable energy 
technically and economically feasible and how can motivate different stakeholders 
and actors to support the project. 
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Figure 1 Current energy system in Varplev Hårlev area can be seen in the purple diagram and what is shown in 
green is the suggested system to transform to by the proposal for 100% renewable energy 
 
 
 
1.1. Issues of fossil fuel consumption and motivation for renewable 
development projects  
 
Generally the main objective of renewable energy development is to resolve the three 
following concerns with fossil fuel consumption by using the alternative renewable 
sources. 
1.1.1. Climate change and environmental concerns 
 
UN experts say that rising global temperatures will stay below two degrees Celsius , if 
the release of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases decline by 40 to 70 percent 
by 2050  and in order to do action to achieve this amount of reduction, it is only  15 
 5 
years remain. [1] 
 
Yet, the latest released report by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC) on April 2014 shows that “global emissions of greenhouse gases have risen to 
unprecedented levels despite a growing number of policies to reduce climate change. 
Emissions grew more quickly between 2000 and 2010 than in each of the three 
previous decades.” [2] 
Based on the report use of clean energy and renewable must increase to three to four 
times, and the amount of greenhouse gas emissions have be to zero by 2100 , 
in order to prevent global temperature rise to more than maximum  2 celsius, since 
increased by more than two degrees, will have catastrophic consequences for humans 
and the environment. [2] 
Burning fossil fuel for heat and electricity is one of the major sources for greenhouse 
gas production, which is still, is being used to a great extend all around the world. [3] 
As it can be seen in figure.2, in Denmark, energy supply has the largest share of GHG 
emission in the country. In existing energy system in Denmark, there are still many 
individual heating based on oil and natural gas and also collective heat and power 
generation units for household and industry, which are still based on fossil fuel.  
 
 
Figure 2 Share of GHG emissions of 7 major sources in Denmark in 2010, as it can be seen energy supply has the 
highest share of greenhouse emission. [4] 
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For instance in region Zealand 20.1 % of the total building are using oil boilers and 
25.7% of the building using natural gas for heating. [5] 
 
1.1.2. Security of energy supply and independency 
 
Security of supply in Denmark and dependency to the imported fossil fuel 
 
As it can be seen in the follow figure.3 Denmark experienced the maximum 
production of natural gas and oil from of around 2005 from its own fields in North sea 
but as it is shown in the diagram, these resources is expected to be dissipated around 
2025. Therefore when the resources will be exhausted, all of the fossil fuel depended 
systems, will become directly dependent to the imported sources. [6] 
Furthermore, scarcity of fossil fuel resources 4 in future intensify concern for  security 
of supply for fossil fuel based energy system in future. 
 
                                                
4 Due to peak oil theory which means that in near future most of the fossil fuel resources become unconventional especially oil 
which means that it will technically more and more difficult and expensive to extract and recover fossil  resources such as oil and 
natural gas and coal. 
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Figure 3. Denmark maximum production of natural gas and oil around 2005 and dissipation of the resources 
around 2025 and dependency to the import oil and natural gas [7] 
 
1.1.3. Economy of fossil fuel regarding fossil fuel price 
 
Apart from climate change concerns, in recent years, dramatic increase and 
fluctuation in the fossil fuel price has affected the economy and businesses and 
production in many countries including Denmark. Economy of dependent industry to 
fossil fuel price fluctuates with fluctuation of fossil fuel price that can give rise to 
unstable national economy. [8] 
 
Furthermore, price fossil fuel will expected to grow even more dramatic in coming 
decades partly due to the pick oil event and partly due to growth of population and 
industrialization of developing country and consequently higher degree of demand for 
energy supply and by increasing the oil price, renewable energy development attract 
more and more attention.  
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1.2. Renewable energy development in EU and Denmark 
 Accordingly, in recent years, European committee enhance concentration on 
sustainability development and climate change mitigation and adopt many policies 
and strategies for revising energy planning and consumption, in order to decrease the 
dependency to fossil fuel in EU countries and utilization of potential local renewable 
energies sources alternatively. [9] 
Denmark as one of member state in EU have established one of the most ambitious 
climate policy toward a low carbon society,” The long-term goal for Danish energy 
policy is clear: the entire energy supply – electricity, heating, industry and transport –
is to be covered by renewable energy by 2050” [10]. However, in case of heat and 
electricity supply, the target for phasing out fossil fuel is set for earlier by 2035. [11] 
 
Figure 4.  Share of renewable energy in current energy system in Denmark and EU and Denmark goals for usage 
of renewable energy by 2020,2030,2050. [7] 
Accordingly, many efforts in national, regional and local level have been made, to 
support and promote solutions for renewable energy development and greenhouse 
gases mitigation, in order to realize the Danish 2050 goal and meet EU requirement 
on GHG emission reduction. 
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However phasing out fossil fuel, sustainable developments and renewable energy 
developments, have become challenge for planners, energy companies, industry and 
agricultures and other involved parties. The reason is that, due to the different 
characteristic of renewable energy and fossil fuel in term of availability, economy and 
transport and many other aspects. Therefore efficient and intelligent design for energy 
system such as creation of symbioses can be the a way, to utilize and use renewable 
energy as stable and feasible source for supplying energy demand and deal with 
energy transition challenges. 
 
 These challenges are more highlighted in the countries like Denmark, which is one of  
the pioneers in the renewable energy development. Expansion of utilization and usage 
of renewable energy currently is in a learning process. Aside with knowing about best 
available technology and based available machine, it is vital to know and learn from 
relatively small number of previous experiences.  
1.3. Strategic renewable energy planning 
Strategic level of planning is the way of going through the complication of renewable 
energy planning in order to ensure that renewable energy projects development are 
approaching to intended outcome.  
Generally strategic level of planning is the level that relevant strategic ways of using 
available sources are developed in order to produce desirable outcomes.  
In case of renewable energy, on the most ambitious desirable outcomes in Denmark is 
2050 energy target of 100% renewable energy based system where all energy 
demands of the nation covers from sustainable sources which is feasible, stable and 
secure and independent from externals sources and also do not give rise to harmful 
effects to the environments and it is beneficial to the society. 5 
 
Strategic renewable energy planning in Denmark can includes of different steps, but 
the primary steps can be mapping and analyzing the available resources for renewable 
energy development and since the desirable outcome is to create 100% renewable 
energy based system, the next step can be to investigate how an energy system6 based 
on renewable energy can technically be feasible and what are the opportunities to 
interrelates and combine different technology to make that practically possible. [12] 
                                                
5 Environmental and social and economic feasibility 
6 having a system approach 
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Moreover how energy systems should be designed and implemented to approach the 
desirable level of sustainability in term of economy, environment and economy. 
Then how individual renewable energy projects can be integrated to the rest of the 
energy system, which is currently, is designed based on fossil fuel agendas. [13] 
Strategic level planning and system approach is the essential level for penetration of 
high share of renewable energy and approaching the energy target in Denmark. 
 
 
 
1.4. Case study 
The objective of this section is to provide more detail information on Varpelev – 
Hårlev area that is the case of study in this paper.  
Varpelev – Hårlev area that is located in Stevns municipality in region Zealand. The 
major focus in this work is on heat production and consumption in the area and 
energy transition from fossil fuel to renewables in this section. The two major heat 
consumption units in the area are, Hårlev city and Varpelev vegetable garden 
greenhouse, which are presented in detail in follow: 
1.4.1. Hårlev city 
  
In Hårlev city, the area for all building is 230,797 m2 and with the total consumption  
of around 27000 MWh. As it can be seen in the follow table the major heat demand 
covered from individual production mostly based on fossil fuel. Individual natural gas 
has the highest share of heat production in Hårlev city and also the highest share of 
CO2 emission and then individual oil and individual electric heating respectively have 
the highest share of heat production and the highest share of CO2 emission in the city. 
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Table 1. List of the type of the heating and fuel that is used in Hårlev city 
       
Type	   of	   the	   heating	  
and	  fuel	  
Area	  
M2	  
Number	  
of	  
building	  	  
Net	  heat	  consumption	   CO2-­‐	  emission	  
MWh	  /	  year	   %	   Ton	   %	  
District	  heating	   9685	   77	   724,421	   3%	   0,0	   0%	  
Individual	  natural	  gas	   131408	   653	   16031,815	   59%	   4014,0	   57%	  
Individual	  oil	  boiler	   61859	   193	   7087,351	   26%	   2302,5	   32%	  
Individual	  solid	  fuel	   443	   3	   68,486	   0%	   0,0	   0%	  
Electricity	  heating	   23549	   160	   2582,357	   10%	   754,0	   11%	  
Heat	  pump	   2844	   19	   341,583	   1%	   33,2	   0%	  
Other	   1009	   10	   163,311	   1%	   0,0	   0%	  
Total	   230797	   1115	   26999,324	   1	   7103,8	   100%	  
       As it can be seen the residential area covered highest percentage of building area and 
also it has the highest share of CO2 emission. Service sector and municipality building 
covered highest percentage after residential area. The total amount of CO2 emission 
for heat production in Hårlev city is around 7104 tons. 
Table 2 Heat consumption and CO2 of existing building in Hårlev city categories by the sector 
that they belong to. 
       
	  Type	  of	  the	  building	  
Areal	   Building	   Net	  heat	  consumption	   CO2-­‐emission	  
m2	   	  	   MWh	  /	  year	   %	   Ton	   %	  
Residential	  buildings	   136786	   976	   17407,747	   64%	   4412,8	   62%	  
Municipality	  buildings	   22766	   29	   3324,366	   12%	   916,3	   13%	  
Other	  public	  buildings	   3467	   6	   391,904	   1%	   102,1	   1%	  
service	  sector	  building	   35451	   61	   3562,909	   13%	   1016,3	   14%	  
Industrial	  buildings	   27602	   39	   2156,473	   8%	   605,7	   9%	  
Agriculture	  buildings	   4725	   4	   155,925	   1%	   50,7	   1%	  
Total	   230797	   1115	   26999,324	   1	   7103,8	  
100
%	  
 
 
As it can be seen in table 1. a small part of the heat supply in Hårlev around 3% based 
on district heating based on natural gas and very small district heating based on 
biomass. More than 85% of the heat production is directly from fossil fuel. 
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 The district heating system in the proposal is expected to cover the building that 
currently are equipped with natural gas, oil or electric heating , corresponding to 95% 
of heat demand in Hårlev city ( see Table 1). 
 
Table 3 User Economy: cost for fuel and operation of different form of heating in Hårlev city 
 
 
 Current energy system for and Hårlev city can be seen in the follow Sankey diagram, 
the thickness of the flow that goes from each fuel and technology to the city shows  
share of each of them. As it can be seen the thickest is natural gas individual heat 
production. 
                                                
7 Data is  not available 
Heating	  type	   Fuel	  cost	   Operation	  	   Total	   DKK	  /	  M2	  /	  year	  
District	  heat	  system	   -­‐7	   -­‐	   -­‐	   -­‐	  
Individual	  natural	  gas	   16852175	   1257534	   18109708	   138	  
Oil	  boiler	   9939578	   289500	   10229078	   165	  
Solid	  fuel	   -­‐	   -­‐	   -­‐	   -­‐	  
El	  heating	   3576564	   0	   3576564	   152	  
Heat	  pump	   157697	   19646	   177343	   62	  
Sum	   30526014	   1566680	   32092694	   146	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Figure 5.  Sankey diagram for current energy system for Hårlev city 
1.4.2. Varpelev vegetable garden greenhouse 
 
Varpelev vegetable garden is a large greenhouse with high scale of farming activities8 
in Varpelev with the area of 10000 m2. The greenhouse includes a heat and power 
generation. Produced heat consumed for internal heat demand in the greenhouse and 
produced electricity is sent to the grid.9 
The total yearly heat production by greenhouse was 33386.5 MWh in 201210 and the 
emission due to the energy production activity was 8473 tons.  
 
In the follow Sankey diagram the thickness of each flow shows the amount and share 
of each fuel in energy production in 2012.  As it can be seen coal had the highest 
                                                
8 Majorly tomato production 
9 Based on the contract between greenhouse and electricity, power production remotely start by el company whenever that price 
is higher than agreed price and when heat production exceed the demand of the greenhouse, the extra produced heat from power 
production accumulate for later usage in the greenhouse. 
10 It is the latest yearly data available for greenhouse in RUC document. 
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share usage in greenhouse energy production activity which is one the most polluting 
fossil fuel with high level of emission. 
 
 
Figure 6. Sankey diagram of current energy system for Varpelev greenhouse,100% based on fossil 
fuel and majorly coal 
The distance from Hårlev city and Varpelev greenhouse is approximately 3 km. As it  
as it can be seen in above, currently these two energy systems are functioning 
separately and majorly based on fossil fuel11  and total annual CO2 emission is around 
15577 tons, which make the area favorable place for implantation of renewable 
energy development project and prevent this amount of emission. 
1.4.3. Existing infrostructure in the Varpelev – Hårlev area 
The 3% district heating system in the area is comprise of one small district heating 
based on natural gas and a very small one based on natural gas. 
There are also a district heating between greenhouse and an onion factory in the area 
that. 
Problem tree, current sustainability issue in Varpelev 
Series of existing sustainability issues due to heat production in Varpelev – Hårlev 
area inserted in follow problem tree which is one of the elements in logical framework 
                                                
11 Except for the very small portion of heating in Hårlev city which comes from other sources, that can be neglected. 
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approach. Problem tree make it possible to show the causes for focal problem and its 
effects and showing these relation between theses elements.  
 
 
Figure 7 Problem tree, current sustainability issue in Varpelev – Hårlev area inserted to a 
problem tree to categorize and formulate the issues  to find focal point of the project 
 
1.4.4. Some of the effects of the sustainability issues in Varpelev – Hårlev area 
The follow effect is cause by current sustainability issues that is present here to  show 
as motivation points for this work and there will not be detail analysis of these effects. 
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Objective tree, for possible strategy and activity sustainability issue in Varpelev 
 
 
 
Figure 8 Brain storming for possible future is formulated in form of an objective three to make it easier to read and 
using the result brain storming process  
The content of brainstorming process in form of objective tree can be used for 
designing a possible future. 
1.5. Data collection: 
Data in this project comes from different resources. The empirical data, definition and number 
and frequencies are gained from scientific articles and books. The numerical data coming 
from the reports and documents developed by RUC research group and majorly form the 
proposal on by associate professor Tyge Kjær for 100% renewable energy based energy 
system in Varpelev – Hårlev by 2020 and also many reports and presentations on 
renewable energy development in region Zealand including Stavns municipality. 
For policies and rule and regulation and policies the official website for European 
commission and official reports and documents on updated regulation and requirements, 
national target and vision for energy production and consumption such as energy agreement 
and energy policies in Denmark, heat law and similar were studied. 
The developed guideline in this work was created based on observation and analyzing of 
many sustainable enhancement activity projects in region Zealand through cooperation of 
Roskilde university and municipality, by attending in series of workshop and discussion 
meeting with planners in municipalities and politicians and analyzing the outcomes. 
Furthermore studying available figures on energy performance of different municipality in the 
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region and their goals and commitments for future energy production and consumption and 
then studying consulting documents by Roskilde University and other consulting companies12 
that have been provided that present the possibilities and vision for future energy behavior in 
Denmark.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
12 Such as COWI company 
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2. Problem statement 
 
Can proposal for 100% renewable energy based energy system project in Varpelev – 
Hårlev by 2020 be feasible in term of security of supply of supply and support of 
stakeholders and local authority, to give rise to implementation of a successful project 
that can deliver the intended outcome 13? 
2.1. Research questions 
 
1. What can be required steps for development of a proposal for 100% renewable 
energy similar to Varpelev – Hårlev proposal by applying four approaches of 
Backcasting based on natural step framework, Logical framework approach, 
Integrated design process, System approach, in order to design a 
environmentally and technically sustainable and efficient energy system? 
2. Does aggregate of suggested supply system, are sufficient to cover the heat 
demand in the city and the green house for an entire year? 
3. What are some of the technical and environmental interrelation between 
different elements of the suggested energy symbioses? 
4. Who are the main actors stakeholders in the Varpelev – Hårlev project and 
how their support for 100% renewable energy system in Varpelev – Hårlev 
can be persuaded and what is the an efficient way for organizing them to 
create more dynamic  interaction between them? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
13 Intended outcome here referring to intended CO2 reduction and contribution of the project to 2050 energy target and 
technically feasible in the operation 
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3. Project design 
 
In the following diagram it is explained how this thesis is designed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Preface: It is introduction to the project and issues related to fossil fuel consumption 
and Denmark energy target and strategic energy planning and case of study and its 
sustainability issues and also its t problem tree and objective tree of can be found. 
Problem statement: where problem statement and research questions can be found. 
The four approaches: It an introduction to the four approaches Backcasting based on 
natural step framework, Logical framework approach, Integrated design process, 
System approach that have been applied in the this thesis. 
 
Methodology: Where methodology of this thesis for answering the problem 
statements and research question and application of the four approaches for 
development of elements the four phases of work with renewable energy is explained 
and also relation of the phases to strategic planning is explained. 
 
Four phases for development of renewable energy based system: Where an 
introduction to each phases and also list of the steps in different phases can be found. 
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4. The four approaches 
In this thesis three useful approaches have been applied. In some part these 
approaches applied directly and in some parts, the contents are inspired from elements 
Application of four phases for Varpelev- Hårlev area: proposal development: 
Where it is shown how prefeasibility study can be carried out and by applying some 
of the steps it is been show that how elements of the proposal was developed that 
these steps also can be applied for development of similar proposal for other 
locations. 
Transition phase: it is a contribution to the current phase of Varpelev- Hårlev 
project in form further calculation on technical feasibility and studying technical 
and partly economical interrelation between different units of energy symbioses. 
Also come up with suggestions for organization of main actors and stakholders in 
the project. 
Perspective:  Which is the recommendation on future work for Varpelev- Hårlev 
project on strategic level and integration of the project to the rest of energy system in 
municipality and the region and whole Denmark that give rise penetration higher 
share of integrate renewable energies and adaptation of different elements of energy 
system to characteristic of renewable energies. 
 
Conclusion: Where outcomes and result of this study is presented. 
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of these four methods.  Applying a combination of the follow approaches have been 
useful tools to unfold complexity and formulating the issues in different stages of the 
work in thesis [6] 
 The four approaches are as follow 
• Backcasting based on natural step framework 
• Logical framework approach 
• Integrated design process 
• System approach 
 
 
4.1. Backcasting based on natural step framework 
 
Backcasting is a method that applied for describing and envision desirable futures 
regardless of current dominant trend and existing issues and then back to current 
situation and investigate based on available resources, how a  desirable future can be 
approached by taking innovative steps and development of relevant strategies. 
Backcasting based on natural steps framework (TSN) is applied in this project, which 
is form of Backcasting with objective of endorsing and enhancing sustainability. This 
form of Backcasting is carried out in four steps, which has been developed by 
instituted of Physical Resources Theory at Chalmers University of technology and by 
non- governmental organization of natural step in Sweden. [14] 
The four steps in Backcasting based on natural steps framework (TSN) are as follow: 
4.1.1. Step one: Define a framework for sustainability 
In a sustainable society, first, there must not be growing trend of extracting material 
from earth crust. Second, it must not be growing in substances produced by the 
society. Third, it must not over harvesting the resources and manipulation of 
ecosystems. Fourth, resources should be managed in a most efficient and fair way in 
order to cover the basic human demand all around the world. 
4.1.2. Step 2 : Describe the current situation in relation to that framework 
Where the under investigate system is evaluated based on the defined 
sustainability framework.  
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4.1.3. Step 3: Envisage a desirable future, 
 In this stage is a brainstorming process beyond the current dominant trends is taken 
placed. 
Step 4: Find strategies for sustainability, the possible pathways for achieving the 
desirable possible future and strategies is developed to approach the desirable future 
The advantage of (TSN) is, that the emphasis is on sustainability, which means, that a 
possible desirable future has to fulfill the framework conditions for sustainability, 
which is defined in the first step. 
4.2. Integrated design approach 
 
Integrated design is a method for developing a more holistic approach, in order to deal 
with complexity in a project. The situation for most of the projects is, that there are 
different complicated phases in the project with many dimensions that have to be 
included and commonly, activities in a project spread to many areas. Beside there are 
several solutions for a problem and action that can be carried in different way. On the 
other hand there are also different stakeholders with different interest that are actors 
or affected in a project.  
Dealing with all the above matters, is required a comprehensive design thinking that 
can comprise multifunctional activities and take into account relevant factors, as well 
as appraise the effects of different component and action in a project.  
The comprehensive design primary have been exercised in building green houses (low 
energy houses), which generally include many actors such as architect, (electrical, 
civil, mechanical) engineers, specialist and contractor, which each of them is 
responsible for specific part of a building project. Traditionally all these different 
components have been organized as follow: 
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Figure 9. traditional organizations of actors in a building project [15] 
 
In a traditional design organization, client is the starting point and in a design  process 
is a linear flows which means that normally there is not space for revising and turning 
back. Even though that as it can be seen in figure 9, the process seems to be well 
defined, but it is not a dynamic system and does not include involvement and 
interaction and communication of different actors in the project and therefor there is 
less opportunity for innovation.  
Different actors are responsible for different part a building project, but there is an 
inter relation between what the individual actor performs on other parts of the 
building. This interrelation as it can be seen in figure.9 that have not take into account 
in a traditional way of organization design. 
 Lack of interaction and communication between client and involvements o actors in a 
primary stage of a building project hinder a lot of opportunities and possibilities for 
efficient and cooperative design, which is normally give rise to an expensive project 
in a long run due to coming conflict and rework in implementation and operation of 
the building. 
Integrated design approach has been developed in order to change the traditional way 
of organizing actors of building of new green houses to a more holistic and interactive 
way. 
Continuous discussion between different actors in all stages will open up the 
possibility for new collaboration that can give rise to better option and possibility of 
new solutions through the new organization of partners.  
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In figure 10 is shown how in integrated design actors can be organized and how 
interrelation can be shown. There is facilitator in the system that connects different 
part of the project and facilitates communication of different actors, which is shown in 
the center of figure.10 and different actors around it. Then the external circle show 
different activities and action that is taken placed in through a building project. 
 
Figure 10. Organization of different actor in the integrated design approach in a dynamic system, different actors  
interact and facilitator in the center facilitate these interaction 
 
 However expanding the primary step and involvement of relevant parties and 
elements would be much more expensive than conventional method and also take 
more time and the system would be more complex. 
 Even though that by applying integrated design approach, primary phases are more 
costly, but it will make a project more feasible in a long-term perspective and 
buildings that have been designed by integrated design are more feasible in 
implementation and operation and normally do not experience the very steep 
operation cost.  
There several elements in integrated design approach that required in a building 
project that can be found appendix (11.1). In follow it can be seen how Integrated 
design modified to be applied for energy planning In region Zealand by RUC research 
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group. 
4.2.1. Integrated design for energy planning 
In the figure 10 the relevant elements for application integrated design for renewable 
energy planning is as follow, which is adopted, from the elements in a building 
project.  
 
 
Figure 11 Integrated design approach elements for renewable energy planning adopted from the elements for a 
building project (green building projects) 
The follow elements are for application integrated design for renewable energy 
planning: 
PD: Predesign 
SD: System design  
DU: Design Development  
DM: Design Authority  
FD: Financial Design  
KD: Construction design  
UB: Contract  
AB: Construction Building  
ID: Commissioning 
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The Integrated design element was applied for development of four phase of 
renewable energy development in this thesis and further explanation can be found in 
the methodology chapter. 
 
4.3. Logical framework approach 
 
 
The logical framework approach is a project tool, which is basically covering the whole 
range, from generating the idea of the project and setting up the project, to the management 
and review of the project. It is mostly used in the primarily phases of the defining project and 
assessments and solutions development. 
There are seven steps in logical framework approach, which those, which is relevant to this 
work, will be presented and applied. [16] 
 
4.3.1. Context and stakeholder analysis 
Usually there are two sets of stakeholders analysis, first, the stakeholders analysis which is 
follow the problem analysis and creation of problem tree and determining how different 
stakeholders involved in the problem, and how can they influence the problems and what are 
their interest toward the different type of solutions to the problems and what are the relation 
between these stakeholders and determining if there is partnership, conflict of economical 
interest or other form of conflict among them.  The second stakeholders analysis, will be after 
creation of objective tree, by determining, if new stakeholders are arise during the creation of 
objective tree, who can play a role in the development of the solution in the objective tree and 
what can be their positive and negative effect and what would be the anticipated reaction to 
the effects of developed solution. Even though that there might be a lot of overlaps between 
two analyses, but still when an object tree are developed, the solution have to be taken place 
either through new stakeholders or new collaboration and combination of the same 
stakeholders or there might be some of the stakeholders in problem tree which are no longer 
seemed to be relevant to be involved in the objective field, those stakeholders which their 
activity have negative effects, or it is the cause of the problem. Revising the stakeholders and 
monitoring their position for detecting of any possible changes have to be continuously done, 
in order to steer the project in different stages. 
4.3.2. Problem analysis  
In this step we take the elements of the problem in “problem tree” which is look like a mind 
map, to organize and put different component of the problem in order, according to their 
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internal relations. Mean while trying to identify the focal problem and causes of the problem 
and the effects. In this way problem field of the project are being developed. 
4.3.3. Objective analysis  
In this stage objective tree will be created, which is the stage that present the solution where 
depend on the project, it can be developing an innovation program for a company or a sector, 
policy program for a municipality, a planning strategy or a design a desirable energy system. 
The first and second element in the objective tree is goal and purpose and then the outcomes. 
For each action that can be done, a relevant component and objective are being developed.  
 
4.4. System approach and sustainability framework for an energy system 
 
The main elements in an energy system are the follow four elements which each of 
them followed by sustainability requirements for that element. The sustainability 
framework for an energy system is defined based on first step of Backcasting based 
on natural step framework. The defined sustainability requirement can be expanded or 
defined in another ways but this is the way that is defined in this paper. [17] 
4.4.1. Input unit: 
 
Input unit is referring to the fuel that enter to an energy system. 
 A sustainable energy system is based in fuel and material, which can be sustained in 
term of availability, economy. The used fuel does not give rise to pollution other form 
of harmful effect on the environment. Local renewable resources and also byproduct 
and residues (biogas based on agricultural residues) and other sustainable sources 
such as wind and solar energy can be the best example for sustainable input fuel to an 
energy system regarding that they are not like fossil fuel dependent to the import and 
fluctuating price and do not harm the environment through emission, spills and 
residues. 
4.4.2. Conversion unit:     
Where input fuel converts to heat and electricity conversion efficiency and utilization 
of byproduct, recycling and reused the produced byproduct heat from energy 
conversion process. 
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A sustainable conversion unit is equipped with highest level of available energy 
efficiency where energy losses are minimized by all available method of recycling 
and reusing byproduct heat.  Utilization excess heat form agricultural and industrial or 
similar activity 14 can be example enhancement of the sustainability in an energy 
system. 
4.4.3. Transmission unit: 
 
Transmission unit transfer the produced heat and electricity to the demand unit. 
 
A sustainable transmission units is energy efficient which means that loses are  
minimized through different method, first, ‘over production losses’ by reducing the 
cool off, second ‘transmission losses’ by improving the transmission system through 
more effective insulation and other form of improvement. 
4.4.4. Demand units: 
Where produced heat and electricity is consumed. 
Sustainability 15  in demand units includes energy efficiency and savings in 
consumption units. 
The main element in an energy system can be seen in figure 12. 
 
Figure 12 The four main elements of a typical energy system 
                                                
14 There are a lot of discussion about boarder for local resources, for instance in case of renewable energy development in 
Denmark the local resources are the those in municipality boarder, regional boarder, national boarder, EU boarder, some people 
argue that energy resources should possibly coming from closest resources with minimum amount of transportation in the 
boarder of municipality some might argue the economical feasibility that is cheaper to import wood chips and in some cases it is 
not allowed by regulation like heat law that heat should coming from cheapest source, yet there is not a common agreement on 
this matter. But personally I believe that in any caste the input resources have to be as closest as possible and preferably 
importing and relying on recourses from other countries should be avoided. 
15 But consumption units are not in focus in this paper 
Input	  fuel	  and	  provider	   Conversion	  unit	   Transmission	  	  unit	   Consumtion	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5. Methodology 
In order to answered the question in the problem statement, the attempt to was 
understand and analyze Hårlev- Varpelev proposal, therefor the first research question 
was developed to explain existing elements in the proposal that can aslo be used for 
creation of similar proposal in other location. 
Analyzing the elements of proposal was helpful to answer the second and third and 
fourth research question and contribute to current phase of Hårlev- Varpelev project. 
In this thesis four phases of work have been defined for renewable energy 
development project. In follow it is explained how these phases were created and also 
what are the reason for having each of phases in this thesis.  
The four phases was developed by studying and documenting useful approaches that 
have been developed and applied through working with many cases of renewable 
energy promotion activities in region Zealand by RUC research group and the result 
of continuous effort of this group for systematic learning and optimization of efficient 
development of renewable energy systems.  
The four phases of working with renewable energy are as follow:  
- Phase one, Proposal development: (Idea development, pre-feasibility 
study, system development, primary economical analysis)  
- Phase two, Transition : (Feasibility study, negotiation with stake holders, 
proposal approval, start action, …) 
- Phase three, Project development :( legal requirement, economical 
design…) 
- Phase four, Implementation of the project (Bidding and construction) 
The aim for Phase one was to explain the detail analysis of proposal development 
based on the four approaches in the project, Phase two to show introduce the current 
phase of the project and contribution of this thesis to this phase, and phase three and 
four it just list of the later steps for the project.  The reason for having the last two 
phase are, that is important to consider the later requirements from the beginning. For 
instance it is essential to consider economical feasibility and social benefits in the 
project from the beginning and it is essential to use the legal requirements in project 
development phase to develop a better project and not develop a project and then later 
make the costly changes to fit that to the different requirements. The most important 
one is the need public and authority approval in the project development phase which 
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have to be pursued by involvement of stakeholders and actors from early stages of 
proposal development and educate them and create interest for them. 
 
The emphasis of current activities by RUC research group with renewable energy 
development is on strategic level. 
At it is explain in section 1.3, strategic level of planning includes many element but 
one of its basic point of departure is on mapping resources and analyzing the 
opportunity for technical feasibility that have been part of this thesis to shows some of 
the steps in the first and second developed phases for renewable energy development 
projects. 
 The four phases includes series of steps, which are inspired from three approaches 
and project tool from generation of idea for a project to implementation and 
management. The three approaches are Integrated design approach, Backcasting 
based on natural steps framework (TSN) approach, logical framework approach. 
5.1.  Application of three method for development of steps in the proposal 
development phase 
As it can be seen integrated design approach is the way of applying comprehensive 
design from early stage of a project. Integrated design has applied to design a system 
based on desirable outcomes. Integrated design has been useful to have an overview 
of later stages and coming up requirement to consider them in designing of the early 
stages and include relevant factors accordingly. Even though that the work in this 
thesis are on the first two phases, but the later phases steps also listed which in case of 
Varpelev- Hårlev proposal it have been regarded from the beginning. Even thought it 
might be more costly in the beginning but it will cause saving time and resources and 
prevent the extra work in later phases. 
  
By applying Integrated design, prefeasibility study and system development was 
defined to be part of proposal development and some the elements was defined 
accordingly. System approach was also applied in order to define the required 
changes in the energy system from change in input unit to demand units and creation 
of an efficient energy system by optimizing the connection between different units 
and creation of an energy symbiosis. However Backcasting(TSN) is also the main part 
of proposal development for development of part of the proposal development phase. 
The first step of Backcasting(TSN) was applied to define sustainability framework for 
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an energy system which is one of the main objectives for Danish energy target to 
enhance sustainable development in Denmark and it is the first step of the proposal 
development to emphasis that the define system should not violate the sustainability 
frameworks. Then the second steps of Backcasting were used to explain sustainability 
issues in the current energy system. A problem three from logical framework 
approach was also used in this step for better illustration of sustainability issues and 
their effects16 and existing interrelations between different issues. Then there are three 
steps of mapping, which is inspired, from integrated design for mapping renewable 
energy resources and technology and logical framework approach for mapping human 
resources and their interest and needs. Analyzing the saving possibility is also related 
to sustainability in backcasting and prefeasibility in Integrated design. Then the third 
steps of backcasting was applied for envision of a desirable future in through a brain 
storming process on how identified resources and technologies can be interrelated to 
create a feasible energy system through a energy symbioses. Symbioses that realize 
the sustainability frameworks in term of using renewable energy, efficient resources 
management through byproduct utilization and energy efficiency and participation of 
stakeholders and less harmful effects on environment. The economical analysis and 
founding resources is inspired from both integrated design prefeasibility and fourth 
step of Backcasting on finding strategy to achieve the desirable future. Analyzing 
possible actors in the desirable future is similar to secondary stakeholders analysis in 
logical framework approach.  
 
5.2. Application of three method for development of steps in the Transition 
phase, project development and implementation 
 
The elements in the last three phases are mainly inspired from Integrated design 
approach and fourth step of Backcasting approach specially for feasibility in transition 
phase and authority requirements in project development phase. 
The system approach and demand side planning [6] also applied in developments of 
symbioses and analysis of interrelation. Organization of actors is also inspired from 
integrated design approach. 
                                                
16 It refers to the end case study section that problem tree and objective tree can be seen.  
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5.3. Feasibility calculaion in the transition phase 
 
The feasibility calculation was the contribution of this thesis work to the transition 
phase of Varpelev Hårlev project. In order to answer the second research question, 
series of calculation have been carried out. The main part of mathematic calculations 
was calculation of weekly production average in the greenhouse from monthly data 
for different fuel, and implements that on a heat duration curve. The outcome was 
useful for detail analysis of security supply and over production heat. 
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6. Four phases for development of renewable energy system project 
from creation to implementation 
In order to have better understanding of the proposal for 100% renewable energy 
based system in Varpelev – Hårlev area, and the existing components in this proposal 
and the applied methods, the process for development of this proposal was modeled in 
form of required steps for creation 100% energy system in a given location. 
Then by applying these steps for Varpelev – Hårlev, it is explained some of the 
background and reasons for choosing different components in the proposal and their 
interrelations. 
Afterward in order to understand the current phase of Varpelev – Hårlev project, some 
of the ongoing projects in region Zealand that are passed the transition phase17 were 
modeled, to identify some of the required steps that should be carried to contribute to 
the current phase of the Varpelev – Hårlev project.  
Then some the steps and requirement are also identified for the future work for 
Varpelev- Hårlev project that is listed in order to have an overview coming up stages 
that have been considered from early stages of planning the Varpelev – Hårlev project 
and should be considered in the current work on this project.  
 
 Different steps of working with renewable energy project are categorized to four 
phases of development from creation of idea to implementation. The steps of these 
phases have been identified and accumulated through studying several cases of 
renewable energy promotion activity in region Zealand by RUC for optimization and 
efficient development of renewable energy systems and also interview with Associate 
professor Tyge Kjær who is create the proposal and supervises RUC research group 
on Varpelev- Hårlev project and many similar projects in the region. 
Regarding the complexity of working with renewable energy documenting a 
combination of these experiences in form of follow steps, can be helpful for creation 
of similar renewable energy development project. 
The detailed element in different phases are mainly inspired from four approaches and 
project tool from generation of idea for a project to implementation and management. 
The four approaches are Integrated design approach, Backcasting approach, logical 
framework approach and system approach.   
                                                
17  Phase between idea development and creation of a project 
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The elements in the four phases can be different for different projects. Some of the 
elements might not be necessary in some cases or more elements might be needed in 
others. However collection of these steps can be a helpful tool for dealing with 
challenges on development of renewable energies and creation more inclusive and 
coherent and efficient renewable energy development projects. 
It should be considered that one of the main objectives for all different activity for 
sustainability activity including renewable energy development projects in Denmark 
is the national energy target for phasing out fossil fuel from energy production and 
transportation.  
Furthermore the national goal can be also used as a measure for analyzing a project in 
different stages and evaluation of ideas and different activates and action in order to 
identify whether they are useful for approaching the goal or not. 
 
Working with this renewable energy development project from creation to 
implementation is categorized in follow four phases 
 
- Phase one, Proposal development: (Idea development, prefeasibility 
study) 
- Phase two ,Transition : (Feasibility study, negotiation with stake holders, 
proposal approval, start action, …) 
- Phase three, Project development :( legal requirement, economical 
design,…) 
- Phase four, Implementation of the project (Bidding and construction) 
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Figure 13 The horizontal pyramid is represent the four phases creation of renewable energy development project 
from creation of idea to implementation 
 
The horizontal pyramid in figure 13 represent the four phases of renewable energy 
development. In the proposal development the range of ideas and possibilities are 
quiet large but as project proceed some of the possibility will be eliminate and 
changes will become harder and more expensive. 
The detail elements of each phase can be seen in the follow. The four working phases 
are dynamic, which means that element are improving and changing during the whole 
process. Also, order of steps that presented in follow can be different from case to 
case. 
 
Possible 
desirable 
future 
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6.1. Proposal development (PD: Predesign/prefeasibility study)  
 
 In this section, series of steps for development of proposal for renewable energy 
system development similar to Varpelev – Hårlev proposal is presented.  
The proposal development is an initial phase of the planning of a renewable energy 
project, where prefeasibility18 study and formation of idea is taken placed. The 
prefeasibility are taken placed for a more general target such enhancing sustainable 
development, or mitigation of GHG emission and reduction of fossil fuel 
consumption.  
Predesign and prefeasibility is about designing a rough system and solution 
development and then analyzing the energy efficiency, possibility of symbiosis in the 
designed system am elaboration on how project should be done. Pre feasibility help to 
find a sustainable relation between market(Demand) and technology(CHP, boilers, 
gasification,..). 
The basic goal for this form of proposal to approach the national energy target and 
also other short-term goal such as municipality’s commitments in covenant of mayor 
program. [18] 
 This phase is foundation for the later phases and it is formed based on primary 
information about a location and its resources potential, energy demands and also 
provision of coming up future requirements and obligation related to the later stages.  
It should consider that these steps are a way of working with renewable energy project 
and the detail elements might be different19 for different cases.  
In the follow yellow box the detail elements of proposal can be seen. In chapter 7 for 
application of this model, it can be seen these steps have been carried for Varpelev-
                                                
18 Referring to first stage of integrated design approach 
19 Some elements might not be necessary or in some cases there might be need for adding some other elements 
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Hårlev area which is gives a better understanding of the component of the proposal 
and it can be sample for creation of proposal for renewable energy developments in 
other locations. 
Based on the system approach different elements of an energy system are developed 
step by step. 
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Proposal development(prefeasibility/ Design development) 
 
A. Analysis of local contex in a given location for development of renewable 
energy which can taken placed in folloew steps:  
- Mapping the current infrasructure in four units of energy system (Input 
fuel, energy conversion units, energy distribution units, consumtion units) 
- Analysing the current economy in the energy system 
- Describe current sustainibility staus in the four units of current energy 
system in relation to sustainibility framework 
- Mapping the local resources for renewable energy production 
- Mapping the local human resource and stakeholders and their interest 
including citizen, businesses, politician, …) 
- Mapping needs, demand through different discussion and meeting and 
including stakeholders and interest group in order to gradually develope 
idea for a desirable future for energy system 
- Analyzing the possibility for saving and energy efficiency in consumption 
units 
- Mapping the cobination of possible technology and resources for 
renewable energy production(Straw CHP, straw boiler,…). 
 
B. Envision a possible desirable future based on sustainibilty framewok 
- Identifying possibilities for energy symbioses and enhancment of energy 
efficiency and saving in four units of energy system. 
- Development of a idea for possible future for energy system based on 
sustainibility framework, and cosidering  the available local resources and 
interest and needs and legal requirments. 
- Rough economical analysis of developed possible future 
- Rough idea of economical resources for the project 
- Rough idea of needed actors and human resources 
- Rough idea of local benefit that project can bring to the local economy and 
environment 
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6.2. Transition from proposal to project (Feasibility, Economical design,…) 
Transition from a proposal to development a project normally is the most challenging 
phase, which is a creation of action from ideas. Typically, inertia and resistance from 
actors and stakeholders is experienced toward the project and its financial cost. The 
inertia in case of renewable energy is mostly intensified, due to the economical 
concern related to the characteristic of these energies, immaturity of the renewable 
energy production technologies. Therefore there is not a common agreement for 
necessity and priority of changes and also to be a pioneer for implementation of 
renewable energies. 
This phase include high volume of discussion with key actors, stakeholders to educate 
them and create further interest for them in order to attract their support to accelerate 
progress of the proposal to project development.  
In transition phase, more economical detail is added to the project and list of possible 
founding resources is prepared and application for required budget is made. 
Feasibility study is the main element in this phase, which is optimization of technical 
elements according to the economy and local surrounding and the national 
surrounding20. 
Local surrounding include environmental aspect such as reduction emission of 
greenhouse gas due to membership of Stevns municipality in covenant of mayor, 
social and economical aspect such creation of job and local development and national 
surrounding aspect can be national energy target. 
Optimizing the technical part not only means to apply an effective technology but also 
                                                
20 In tis thesis surrounding environment means the energy target in national level and municipality commitment in covenant of 
mayor for CO2 reduction in the local level 
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means to optimize direct and indirect interrelation between different elements in a 
project. 
As it mentioned the defined steps for transition phase are those that were identified 
during this thesis work and there might need to add further steps to this phase in order 
to finalized the transition phase. 
 
 
6.3. Project development 
 
 Project development is where that key actors are mobilized to act and project is ready 
to start to go through legal requirement. Application for budget is approved and the 
assistant loan is accessible.  
The elements and their order in this phase can be different for different project and 
 
   Transition phase (Negotiation with key actors , Feasibility, 
Economical design,…) 
- Education of the key actors and negotiation, assistant, creation of 
interest suggested renewable energy system  
- Analyse the technical feasibility and efficiency of aggreagete of 
supply system based on demand side planing 
- Identification and optimazation of interrelations between different 
unit of energy system  
- Role of individual technical elements in the energy symbiosis and 
concerns related to each technology 
- Further economical analysis and return of investment  
-   Allocation of action team organization of different actors and 
possible cooperation 
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location. Furthermore since this is a dynamic process, elements can be changed and 
improved along the process of project development phase. Furthermore using 
innovative ways for undertaking different job in parallel and create the document with 
same basic information simultaneously can make the legal process faster which can 
save significant amount of time and resources in the process of project development. 
The steps in this phase listed 21  here because it is important that in proposal 
development phase and transition phase to have an overview of the requirements of 
this phase and consider that in development of different solutions. This phase 
included key requirements for authority approval and public support that is needed 
systematic involvement and education and creation of interest for stakeholders from 
beginning of creation of idea for a renewable energy development project to pave the 
way for success in this phase. 
 
  
 
 
                                                
21 There will not be further explanation on the listed element in this thesis and it just an overview of later requirements and 
stages.  
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   Project development (legal requirment, Economical design  
and allocation, team building) 
- More detail economical design  
- Creation of coherent project document input / output 
- Visualization and schematic design 
- More clarifications on needed infrastructures and location for 
different part of the system 
- Socio- economics analysis and contribution of the project to the 
local development 
-  Carried out the authority approval and legal requirements 
Ø  Screening 
Ø Scoping or ideskitse 
Ø EIA assestment 
Ø Municipal level supplement 
Ø Environmental approval  
Ø Local Plan, including rural zone approval  
Ø Project Approval in connection with the Heat Supply Act. 
 
- Identifying ownership  
- Identifying economical sources for project and Carried out the 
application process 
- Clarifying ordere of impelemntation of different parts of the 
project based on existing cosideration 
- Business case development 
- Supplier contracts (produce and output (gas, electricity, heating, 
residues, etc 
- System design supply material (Anlægsdesign udbudsmateriale) 
- Prapration of required document for bidding and tendering the 
project 
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6.4. Implementation Phase 
 
In this stage all the improvement and edition work in project development phase and 
are finalized and authority and legal documents are taken place and economical 
sources are available and project is ready to be implemented. This stage is where that 
bidding and tendering taken places and engineering works and construction are 
carried out which is also includes supervision of construction and guarantees. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Impelementation of the project 
- Bidding and tendering 
- Engineering works  
- Construction Contract 
-  Construction 
- Supervision of construction – commissioning 
- Guarantees 
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7. Application of the first two phases for Varpelev Hårlev area 
 
7.1. Phase one: proposal development in Varpelev Hårlev area 
In this section the first phase is applied for Varplev Hårlev area and each steps are 
further explained. Application of proposal development phase can be a demonstration 
part of background of different elements in the proposal for renewable energy system 
in Varplev Hårlev and part the creation process of this proposal.  Furthermore it can 
be useful to see how similar proposal can be developed for other location. 
 
A. Analysis of local context in a Varplev Hårlev for development of renewable 
energy  
Analyzing the local context includes follow steps, which the first two steps are 
already covered in the case study (1.3) section. 
7.1.1.  Mapping the current infrastructure in four units of energy system (Input fuel, 
energy conversion units, energy distribution units, consumption units) 
7.1.2.    Describing economy in the current energy system 
The rest of steps for Varplev Hårlev are carried out as follow. 
7.1.3. Describe current sustainability status in the four units of current energy system 
in Varplev Hårlev area in relation to sustainability framework 
In order to identify the sustainability issues in Hårlev Varpelev the second step of 
Backcasting approach is applied which the stage for explaining current situation of a 
location related to the framework for sustainability. 
 
 
List of the sustainability issue in Varpelev – Hårlev area 
 
The current situation in Varpelev – Hårlev area is explained in relation to defined 
sustainability framework of an energy system, which can be found in section 4.4.  
Based on the detail explanation of heat supply of energy system in Varpelev – Hårlev 
area in the case study section, here is the list of sustainability issue is Varpelev – 
Hårlev area identified in this thesis: 
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1. As it can be seen in the case study section in Hårlev city and Varpelev 
greenhouse respectively, more than 85% and 100 % of the heat demand 
coming from fossil fuel (figure.5 and figure.6), which majorly are natural gas 
and oil in the city and coal in the greenhouse. Based on the natural framework 
for sustainability using all form of fossil fuel is unsustainable due to the level 
of emission and growing trend of extracting material from earth crust. 
2. High level of CO2 emission due to high share of fossil fuel usage for heat 
production. Which caused concentration of produced material by society, 
which has harmful effects on environment in form of climate change. 
3. Inefficient resource management and low byproduct heat management and 
low byproduct heat utilization in summer especially in individual heating and 
also lack of usage efficient conversion system for energy production, which is 
waste of material and energy. 
4. Unsustainable economy which is highly vulnerable to the fossil fuel price 
5. The current supply is not secure supply in a long term since it is dependent to 
import fossil fuel. The dependency will be more adverse after that the national 
natural gas resource will be exhausted in 2020s. 
 
7.1.4.  Mapping the local resources for renewable energy production 
 
This part also related to the input to the energy system. Mapping of all local potential 
resources for renewable energy production such solar wind and also available local 
residues that be utilized for energy production. 
Varpelev Hårlev is situated close to the many of agricultural units that have animal 
husbandry activities which can used a recycling and waste treatments units for their 
produced slurry and they are far from other biogas plants and also have further 
benefit22 from a new biogas plant that can utilized this sources for energy production.  
Based on the available data yearly, 127000 tons of slurry is produced in distance of 
less than 17 km to the Varpelev area that can be utilized for biogas plant 
- There is available land for setting up solar heating plant and also possibility 
for economical assistant for solar heating 
- Both wood chips and straw is available from agriculture and forestry activity 
                                                
22 Economical benefit and return fertilizer  
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- Due to the agricultural activity other form needed energy crops can also 
provided from surrounding agricultural activities. (Table 6 and 7 in 
appendixes) 
7.1.5. Mapping the local stakeholders and their interest including citizen, businesses, 
politician,…) 
 
Have knowledge of interest and concerns of stakeholders and beneficiary group is an 
essential point for development a successful and applicable proposal. Learning about 
the stakeholders benefit and considering that in the proposal can lead to a higher level 
of support in coming phases and create foundation for development of a better project 
and more feasible implementation and operation. [19] 
 
Learning about the stakeholders interest will also help to find and choose renewable 
technologies and resources that can fit the local condition and fulfil the local interest 
in a greater extend. 
In follow boxes the main stakeholders in the Varpelev- Hårlev area and their interest 
and capacity can be seen. 
 
 
Varplev greenhouse 
• Interest: 
1.Produce their needed heat from cheapest source 
2. Manage their surplus heat an preferably  profit from selling that 
3.Do not waste money for CO2 quota in coming years 
4. Still can have profit from electricity production 
Capacity for action 
1. Support the project 
2. Changing their sources of energy is the major par of the project  
3. Possibility for applying part of the needed money for project 
such as support loan for solar 
4. Consumer of part of produced heat 
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Citizen of Hårlev 
Interest: 
• Having access to the cheapest source of energy for heating  
• Do not pay tax for fossil fuel 
• Employment 
• Having higher value for their houses 
Capacity 
• Consumer of the produced heat in the city 
• They can support more efficient heat system such as district 
heating 
Politician(Municipality city council) 
Interest 
• Meeting their commitment for CO2 reduction (covenant of 
mayor) 
• Feasible project that can attract other founding possibilities such 
as EU, in order to have budget for their other tasks 
• Good profile of contribution to the national goal 
Capacity 
• They would be legally responsible for approval of the project 
• Their pre approval in transition phase and approval in project 
development is determining part of the project 
• Through education and rising awareness they can paly major role 
for preparation of local citizen 
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7.1.6. Mapping needs, demand through different discussion and meeting and 
including stakeholders and interest group in order to gradually develope idea 
for a desirable future for energy system in Varpelev – Hårlev area 
 
Some of interests of the main stakeholders are mentioned in the above text boxes,  
that have been identifies through meeting and  discussion with greenhouse owner and 
municipality and citizen and surrounding agricultural units owner and farmers.  
 The ideas for proposal of Varpelev Hårlev project have been primarily developed 
based on cooperation of RUC and greenhouse owner as a vision for a possible 
desirable future for his business and also required CO2 reduction in Stavns 
municipality due to the covenant of mayor commitment and in general promotion of 
renewable energy development region Zealand. 
The owner of green house vision for his business have been to create series of 
changes in the heat and energy production in the greenhouse in order to avoid the CO2 
quota payment by 2020 before he run out of CO2 free quota. 
There was also meeting with some of the farmer that they were interested to deliver 
their residues to a biogas and benefit from its return fertilizer. 
The important part is to find common relation between different interests and apply 
Farmer 
Interest 
•  Deliver their residues to a biogas and benefit from 
• benefit from its return fertilizer. 
• Benefit from selling energy crops and strew 
•  Capacity 
• Supplier the input material to the energy system 
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that for creation of solution. 
7.1.7.   Possibility for saving and energy efficiency in consumption units 
 
This step is about making a rough estimation for possibility of saving in consumption 
units through energy efficiency and prevention of energy losses. Based on the national 
program for saving required all energy supplying company to enhance energy 
efficiency by 12.1 PJ/year from 2014 to 2020. 
 Planning a new energy system should be integrated with program for saving. 
Considering the possibility for saving and energy efficiency will be helpful for more 
efficient planning of energy production capacity and preferably implementing saving 
before construction of new energy system in order to prevent building unnecessary 
capacity that cannot be used after implementation of saving.  
The proposal does not include the possibility for energy efficiency in consumption 
units. Considering the possibility for energy efficiency both in Hårlev city and 
Varpelev greenhouse can be reduced the needed capacity in a future renewable energy 
system. 
7.1.8. Mapping the combination of possible technology and resources for renewable 
energy production (Straw CHP, straw boiler,…). 
This section is on mapping possible technologies that can convert available resources, 
for heat and electricity production and also technology for efficient distribution. 
 The mapped resources are solar and biogas and straw and wood chips and wind. 
The technology that is offered in the proposal is boiler house and combine heat and 
power and district heating as follow. There might be other technologies that can be 
used in this area but based on previous experiences; these are the technologies that 
found to be most relevant to this location to this and included in the proposal. 
1. Solar installation: solar heating system that can provide heat both to Varpelev 
greenhouse and Hårlev city. 
2. Biogas plant: establishment of a biogas plant using livestock manure and 
other organic material, especially residues from agriculture, etc. 
3. District heating system: establishment of a district heating system in Hårlev 
city, based on solar, recycling waste heat from the biogas plant and byproduct 
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heat from other energy units. Possibility for district heating system, which is 
more advantageous both in term of economy and energy efficiency. 
 
4.  Wind farms: establishment of a small wind farm with 3 large wind turbines, 
possibly supplemented by the establishment of a number of small household 
turbines in association with wind turbine technology development. 
 
5.  Wood chips boiler: Changing existing coal plant facility to a wood chips 
boiler and providing the required wood chips by utilization of residues from 
forestry in Stevns municipality (tops, side branches of trees, and similar) that 
can be used for producing wood chips. 
6. Back up natural gas boiler 
 
B. Envision a possible desirable future based on sustainability framework 
 
Envision of possible desirable future is happen through a brainstorming process based 
on sustainability framework and what is desired and beneficial for stakeholders. 
7.1.9. Possibilities for energy symbioses Future in Hårlev- Varpelev 
Due to their characteristic, renewable energies are has more vulnerable economy, 
which means that without an efficient system, many of the renewable energy sources 
cannot be feasible source of energy in term return of investment. [6]. 
 Energy symbioses and connecting different energy production units can be way of 
enhancement feasibility of renewable energy, which can be achieved through energy 
efficiency and utilization of byproduct heat and also utilization of residue for energy 
production. In this way, by creation of energy symbiosis can contribute to 
substantially to reduce heat losses and efficient waste management. 
The typical elements that is useful to have in an energy symbiosis. 
 
1) CHP plant based on renewable sources, based on the heat supply law in 
Denmark, the cogeneration of heat and power and district heating should be 
promoted, however continues production of heat and seasonal pattern for 
consumption can give rise to heat loss in the warm season.    [20] 
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2) Connecting consumption units with different pattern for heat demand that 
together create continues heat demand for entire year including warm 
season (Middle of spring till end of summer). 
3) Systems for utilizing the excess heat in winter such a reliable transmission 
system such as district heating and minimizing the excess heat waste. 
4) A waste recycling or refinery unit that can recover the valuable material 
such as potassium, phosphor and nitrogen and possibly input fuel for energy 
production in CHP plant. 
 
5) Other form of renewable energy sources such as solar and wind, wood 
chips, and biofuel that technically and economically is feasible regarding to 
the local condition. 
 
Symbioses in Varpelev Hårlev area 
 
As it can be seen in case of study section, there is a combine heat and power facility 
in the vegetable greenhouse that currently produces require heat in the greenhouse 
demand and also electricity. Greenhouse owner currently benefit from selling 
electricity and based on mentioned elements for an energy symbioses, a combine heat 
and power can be part of a future symbioses and function more efficiently. However 
the facility might need to be rebuilt or renovated.  
If the current two major separate energy system in Hårlev city and Varpelev 
greenhouse can be linked together, there will be heat demand in entire year in the new 
energy system to be covered by CHP plant, since there is a heat demand in Varpelev 
greenhouse in the warm season.23 
A district heating can be set up that connect the greenhouse CHP facility to the Hårlev 
city to utilize CHP excess heat for covering the heat demand in the city. 
 
One of the waste refinery and recycling units that can also produce input resources for 
renewable energy production is a biogas plant. Varpelev- Hårlev location, are close 
to, many agricultural units that can provide (Table 4,5,6 in appendixes section) 
                                                
23 The heat pattern in Hårlev city and Varpelev greenhouse will be analyzed in detail in the feasibility study in transition phase. 
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needed slurry and energy crops to biogas plant, therefore a biogas plant can also be 
part of future energy symbioses. 
There also available location for setting up a solar plant beside the greenhouse. There 
is possibility for setting up small and large windmills24. Therefore it is possible to 
design an energy symbiosis for Varpelev- Hårlev area by combing all these elements. 
 
7.1.10. Development of an idea for possible future for energy system based on 
sustainability framework, and considering the available local resources and 
interest and needs and legal requirements. 
 
With the above information through a brainstorming process a possible sustainable 
future designed beyond the current dominant trend. 
 
In follow, the suggested energy symbioses between Hårlev city and Varpelev 
vegetable greenhouse are shown, in form of Sankey diagram. Detail information of 
amount of production provided in the proposal. The thickness of flow in Sankey 
diagram represents the amount for material in ton and for energy in MWh. 
 
                                                
24 If it would supported by local citizen and municipality 
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Figure 14. Snaky diagram of proposal for potential energy symbiosis in Hårlev-Varpelev area between 
city and greenhouse, the thickness represents the quantity of each flew that make it possible to compare. 
The thickness (quantity) of heat that provided from CHP biogas to greenhouse and the city might change 
in different heating season. The units for material in ton and for energy in MWh 
Figure .14 is shows in the suggested energy system there is a biogas, which feed from 
agricultural units the amount of energy crops and manure, and straw and organic 
material. Biogas plant produces recycle valuable material and also input fuel to CHP 
plant. The CHP plant provides heat to the city and greenhouse and also electricity.  
The amount of heat that provided from CHP to city is varied during different season.25 
7.1.11. Rough analysis of economy of each element in future symbioses Varpelev 
Hårlev area 
This part provides the summery of detail information of economical analysis that is 
included in the proposal for Varpelev Hårlev project with few explanations that was 
contributed through this thesis work. More detail economical analysis can be seen in 
appendixes Table 1 to Table 9.  The economic analysis in the proposal provides 
relevant economical evidence that a project is feasible to act on, by considering the 
                                                
25 More explanation in feasibility study in the transition phase 
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available economical assistant possibility such as support loan, tax exemption and 
subsidies.   
 
Solar heating plant economy 
As it mentioned above solar heating plant is one of the production unit in the possible 
future for Varpelev Hårlev area. There is land beside the greenhouse that can be used 
for establishing a solar heating plant and also possibility for greenhouse owner for 
applying for an economical support for 65%  of installation cost for establishment of 
the solar installation. 
 The follow analysis is from, the proposal for 100% renewable energy in Varpelev 
Hårlev area developed by RUC research group. 
In a country like Denmark with majorly cloudy weather in fall and winter time, the 
possibility of using solar heating as a heat supply for district heating network in 
assumed to be limited since solar energy is limited in the heating spell. Generally the 
maximum feasible share of heating capacity for solar heating is 18-20% of the heat 
demand. However, this is not the case for Varpelev greenhouses, where its heat 
demand period overlaps the period of availability of solar energy.(Figure 15) 
 
Figure 15. Heat demand period in Varpelev greenhouse overlaps the period of availability of solar energy, the blue 
curve shows the heat demand in the greenhouse and the red curve shows the availability of solar energy. 
Table .1 and table. 2 in appendix show detail economical analysis, which have been 
carried in the proposal development for Varpelev Hårlev. 
As it can be seen can the economical analysis in this level shows that the price for a 
KWh is estimated to be 0.09 DKK which is relatively cheap price for heat that 
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greenhouse can benefit from.  
 
Biogas economy in future energy system 
 
In table.3 in the appendix the overview of biogas resources potentials in Stevns and 
the three municipalities located in Copenhagen South can be seen, that can be input 
provider to the Varplev biogas plant. 
Table.4 and 5 in the appendix is the overview of biogas resources to the Varpelev 
based on deriving distance. Based on the available data 124,3309 tons of slurry supply 
located in the distance of less than 17 Km. 
In table.6 in the appendix a combination of input raw material by amount 120,000 
tons for biogas plant in Varpelev can be seen that can gave estimated production of 
pure methane of 5,615,175 tons of biogas m3. 
In Table.8 in the appendix section, amount of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium in 
the residue from 120,000 input materials to the biogas plant, that is an estimated to be 
recovered in the Varpelev biogas plant can be seen.  
In Table 9 and 10 in the appendix section, the total construction cost of the biogas 
plant is estimated to be for one method26 72.5 million DKK and with another 
method27 81.5 million DKK. This budget include budget for establishing the CHP 
plant which 24.7 million DKK . 
In Table.11 in the appendix section the economical risk of the suggested biogas in the 
proposal can be seen. This budget covers all expenses including basic ground works, 
installation and consulting, tanks, reactors and power plants. The excess heat must be 
conducted with a proposed transmission line to Hårlev.  
 
 
 
                                                
26 Self generated method by Tyge Kjær 
27 In this method calculations in the energy catalog “Technology data for energy plants “are applied [37] 
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District heating system and economy 
 
District heating is a form distribution unit in an energy system, which is, connect the 
heat production unit to consumption unit that make it possible to utilizing the excess 
heat and byproduct heat and increase the energy efficiency and reduction of heat loss 
in the system. 
The total investment in the district heating system is expected to be a total of 127.3 
million DKK, if a new district heating with length of 3.3 Km is built. However, 
another option is to use a existing district heating network from greenhouse to the 
local onion factory that can reduce the length of district heating to 2.5 Km with 
expected cost of 125.1 million DKK investment. Detail economy can be seen in table 
14 and 15 in the appendixes. 
The assumption for this economical calculation was that all heating oil, natural gas 
and electricity consumer join the district heating. 
Wood chips or straw boiler 
As it can be seen in the suggested energy system in the proposal, the current coal 
facility should be change to either wood chips boiler or straw boiler. Regarding of 
existence of a biogas in the designed energy system, establishing a straw boiler might 
be more advantageous, regarding that the transportation system for manure delivery 
from agricultural units, can also be used for transporting required straw. Therefore 
straw boiler can be more beneficial for farmers who are supplier the input material to 
the energy system, even though there is a problem with straw price stability. 
Process of establishment of these boilers is relatively simple and the needed budget 
and economical aspects is not a comparable amount to other plant required budget 
size, therefore it is not included in the proposal. 
 However there is a consideration with change of coal facility to either of straw and 
wood chips and that is the need for proper silo for storage due to moister content of 
biomass to prevent that from gasification and destruction.  
  
The primary economical analysis of individual technology that was presented here 
shows that each of technology can be economically useful to be applied in the future 
energy system.  
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7.1.12. Rough idea of economical resources for the project 
The rough idea of economical resources was to apply for national fund and EU fund 
for renewable energy development and also municipality can fund part of the project 
from its budget resources, which is relevant to sustainability development. 
7.1.13. Rough idea of future actors and human resources 
 
There are some part such as solar heating plant and wood chips boiler, that can be 
established by current stakeholders and for part but there also part such as district 
heating that there is a need for new future stakeholders. 
 The current stakeholder that can play key roll for the defined possible future which 
are municipality, greenhouse owner, citizen and farmers and secondly future 
stakeholders that should be added to the project. Municipality has a capacity to play a 
major role for organization of the project and local citizen, which currently consume 
fossil fuel, can be the future can constitute the consumption unit for future renewable 
energy system and greenhouse owner can change its supply system by establishing 
solar plant and changing heat and electricity facility.  
7.1.14.  Rough idea of benefit that project can bring to the local economy and 
environment and also Stevns municipality 
 
The suggested system in the proposal can cause significant reduction of greenhouse 
gas emissions and contribution to the achievement of the municipality reduction target 
be 2020. It is estimated that the suggested energy system for Varpelev- Hårlev will 
lead to a reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by approx. 55,800 tones, representing 
a reduction of about 21% of Stevns current emissions. The plan will also have a 
significant economic impact that over 17% of current energy supply will come from 
economic activities in the municipality and not outside which means creation of new 
jobs and new benefits to current businesses such as agricultural units. 
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7.2. Phase two: Transition phase in Varplev Hårlev area 
 
 
 
Currently, Varpelev- Hårlev project is in the transition phase. There are series of 
activities that should take placed in this phase to create action on an idea that some of 
them can be seen in follow. 
 The effort in this section is, that through applying the phase two for Varpelev- 
Hårlev, contribute more detail to this project by analyzing feasibility of the suggested 
supply in the proposal and also analyzing interrelation between different elements of 
the energy system in the proposal from input unit to consumption units. Further more 
come up with suggestion for more efficient organization of actors and stakeholders by 
using the Integrated design approach. 
7.2.1.  Education of the key actors and stakeholders, negotiation, assistant and 
creation of interest in suggested renewable energy system 
One of the primary requirements to start activities in the transition phase is to achieve 
the required level of acceptance and a preapproval among from key actors involved in 
the project. It is essential that through educational workshops and meeting, create 
awareness about existing issues and necessity of changes and economic and 
environmental and social benefits that implementation of the project can creates for 
them and using their feedbacks and concern for further modification and improvement 
of the suggested energy system. 
As it is mentioned in the last step of proposal development, municipality is one of the 
key actors in the Varpelev- Hårlev. One of the reasons is that the project includes the 
changes in the local heat production28 and on the other hand municipality final 
approval will be determining factor for realization of this proposal to the physical 
implementation. 
Until now many meeting have been taken with municipality both during proposal 
development phase and in the current phase. At the beginning the effort was to share 
                                                
28  Historically municipalities have had responsibilities for heat plan and to suggest the future supply also since heat production 
companies in Denmark have to be non profit therefore there is strong need for municipality support. 
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some of the ideas in the meetings and find out about municipality interest and also 
education and creation of interest for them. The outcomes of these meeting have been 
applied for improvement and expansion and adaptation of ideas to existing condition 
in term of regulations and available resources.  
Also there have been several meeting with greenhouse owner by purpose of education 
and providing needed information on possibilities and solutions and assistance on 
creation of application for solar heating. There was also informal hearing for citizen.  
However acceptance of key actors and stakeholders are highly dependent on the 
technical feasibility of the suggested energy system and benefits that can gain for 
support and action in the project. Benefits can be in different forms but example for 
economical benefit can be supporting transformation of individual heating supply to 
district heating. If it can be proved that the suggested system can provide them with 
cheaper and more convenient heat supply through district heating, can be a motivation 
for them to support and join the district heating.  
However economical feasibility is highly dependent to the technical feasibility and 
smart and efficient design. An efficient design can be achieve through optimization of 
interrelation between different elements of energy system from input unit to demand 
units, which are the subject the following two steps.  
7.2.2.   Analyze the technical feasibility and efficiency of aggregate of supply system  
Technical feasibility in this section, which is the contribution of this thesis to 
transition phase of the Varpelev-Hårlev proposal for 100% project is carried in the 
follow three steps: 
a) Heat duration curve: Putting all suggested heat supplies production on a 
duration curve 
b) Security of supply: Analyzing of sufficiency of the heat production in relation 
to demand, in the period with high consumption of Varpelev greenhouse and 
Hårlev city 
c) Heat loses in the system in the period with overproduction: Analyzing the 
period of law consumption of   Varpelev greenhouse and Hårlev city 
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and also conversion efficiency, which is related to overproduction system and 
resource management 
Heat duration curve of the suggested energy system of Varpelev –Hårlev 
 
 
The feasibility calculation in this part is an analysis of sufficiency and stability of the 
suggested heat supply as a whole energy system. Part of the calculation was on 
finding weekly average production from monthly heat production data in the 
greenhouse. The weekly production information was needed for analysis of 
sufficiency of supply in the critical point of high consumption in both consumption 
units. 
In this part the pattern of heat production of solar heating system and biogas CHP 
plant and also heat demand in Varpelev greenhouse and Hårlev city is shown on the 
follow heat duration curve in figure 16 [6]. The heat duration curve make it possible 
to see how these four suggested units can work together during a years and it can be 
seen whether the aggregate amount of heat production by suggested system will be 
sufficient during the entire demand season or not, also it can be seen if the suggested 
supply will give rise to heat loss in form of over production.   
 
In figure16, greenhouse heat demand and city heat demand and also solar and biogas 
production are shown in a duration curve for further analysis. it is assumed that biogas 
CHP produce stable level of heat all around a year. Four curve can be seen in the 
figure 16, the blue curve represent the heat demand pattern in Hårlev city and the grey 
curve shows the greenhouse demand pattern and the yellow curve shows the solar 
availability and the green curve shows production of biogas CHP during a year. 
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Figure 16.  Greenhouse heat demand and city heat demand on a duration curve and also solar and biogas 
production. The horizontal access represent the 52 weeks of a year and the vertical access represent the heat 
demand in MWh. 
 
 
Analysis of critical heating period of Varpelev greenhouse and Hårlev city and feasibility  
 
In part of the heating spell in Denmark solar production is not available, therefore the 
demand can only be covered from biogas plant and wood chips boiler, a natural gas 
boiler is also is on the systems as back up sources. 
Based on available data for heat demand Hårlev city and also available data for heat 
consumption pattern for Verpelev greenhouse in 2012, there is a period of year which 
is, there high level of heat consumption both in the city and the greenhouse. The 
period is around 10 weeks, which is from week 4 to week 13. Total consumption in 
the greenhouse and the city is approximately 17300 MWh  in this period and deliver 
heat from biogas is 5510 MWh and the rest should be covered from wood chips 
boiler. If the suggested wood chips boiler, which has capacity of 8 MWh function 
with the full capacity production 24/7, the production will be 13440 MWh, which in 
total production 18950 MWh that can exceed demand and can be a stable supply for 
the city. However some of factors such as energy efficiency and heat loss of the heat 
transition line should also be considered for further calculation in the future when the 
data for suggested district heating is available.  
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Heat losses in the system in the period with overproduction 
 
Overproduction period from solar and biogas (woodchips  can be off) 
From  beginning of week 27 to the end of week 35 the total demand in the greenhouse 
and the city will be in its minimum and there will be no demand for part of the 
produced heat around 941 MWh by biogas and solar. From this amount around 551 
MWh is produce by biogas.  Further work is needed to investigate whether storage of 
biogas and reduction of combine heat and power production will be feasible in order 
to prevent the over production loss or not, or other possibilities that can be applied 
utilization of the extra produced heat. 
 
 
7.2.3. Identification and optimization of inter relations between different unit of 
energy symbioses  
 
This part is about the interrelation between different technical elements in the 
suggested energy system and also relation between different stakeholders. 
Figure 17 shows some of these relations between different stakeholders and 
production in the future energy system. Interrelation between different elements can 
be both direct and indirect and it can be technical interrelation, which is similar to 
what is shown in the feasibility analysis in the previous step. As it was shown a 
relatively feasible energy system was created by combination of all these technology 
and elimination or changes in one the elements effect s the whole system. The other 
part of technical interrelation is in electricity production but since in this thesis focus 
was mainly on heat production, interrelations related to electricity production are not 
explained here. 
 
Also it can be economical interrelations or environmental interrelation; some the 
environmental benefits can only be achieved through interrelation between different 
elements in term GHG emission and efficient resource management. Even though 
each company and individuals in the system consider its own interest but feasibility 
and profitability of each company related to others.  
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 For instance farmer provide input material the biogas plant they also need to receive 
fertilizer29 from biogas plant, so affectivity operation of biogas plant can affect the 
farmers. Similarly, benefit from biogas CHP related to the district heating and district 
heating connected to consumers, the quality of delivered heat related to the affectivity 
function of biogas CHP and district heating and also price for heat that is paid by 
consumer effects district heating company and also biogas economy. Furthermore it is 
most likely that in case of approval of the project municipality and greenhouse will be 
the owner of some the plans in the project and also greenhouse will be the consumer, 
of the heat therefore economy of different plant and the whole system feasibility 
effects them as well.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17, inter relation between different elements of energy system and some of the stakeholders 
  
                                                
29 Receiving output fertilizer from biogas which is easier to absorb by plant and does not easily run of from a agricultural land 
give possibility to use higher level of fertilizer which is allowed for conventional fertilizer and have more production and more 
profit  
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As it can be seen all these interrelations that make different stakeholders and 
companies dependent to each other give rise to of collision of interest. Therefore, 
cooperation of different elements in the systems in different phase of the project is 
inevitable. 
 
7.2.4. Role of individual technical elements in the energy symbiosis and concerns 
related to each technology  
 
Role of biogas plant in the possible future 
 
Biogas is one of the most important elements in a sustainable energy symbiosis in 
term environmental. Biogas not only is an energy production unit but also is a waste 
treatment and at the recycling unit. In biogas plant in addition of biogas production, 
the valuable material such as potassium, phosphor and nitrogen can be recovered from 
the input manure and agricultural residues and energy crops in form of easy digested 
fertilizer. 
Produced fertilizer in biogas plant, can be provided to the farmer who produce and 
supply the manure and energy crops and agricultural residue to the biogas plant, in 
this way part of recycle the valuable content used by farmer is recycle can be back to 
the field. Also since the fertilizer are easier to be absorb by plants, the run off of 
fertilizer will be reduced and protect the ground water and streams from leakage of 
convetional fertilizers. 
 
Moreover biogas plant is one of the main elements for CO2 emission reduction. 
Digestion of manure and other residues and capture and utilization of methane have 
significant effect on reduction of GHG emission and its adverse effect. 
 Concerns with elimination of subsidies for biogas plants and return on energy investments 
 
As it can be seen in the figure 18 from Energy agency in Denmark, the intention is to 
gradually to phase out the current temporary subsidies for biogas. That creates some 
concerns for future economy of the suggested biogas plant in Varpelev- Hårlev. 
It should be considered, that biogas subsidies have been regulated based on natural 
gas price in order to create a better competitive situation for biogas. [21] 
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Since, increase of fossil fuel price expected to be continued in coming years30 , and 
then by increasing of natural gas price, it will be possible to gradually reduce 
subsidies.  
However if the natural gas price will not increased, the subsidies cannot be eliminated 
as quickly as it shown in 18.  
Furthermore the biogas plant is being established, its cost is determined for the next 
20 years through the primary investment31, except for operation. Therefore, even 
though the subsidies decrease but due to the inflation the payment by consumer will 
go up and accordingly the primary investment can be covered. This concept is called 
inflation surpluses32. 
Therefore the reduction of subsides should not be a major concern for establishment a 
biogas plant. 
 
 
In figure 18, the red part of the columns in follow chart represent the subsidies that is 
intended to be eliminated in coming years.  
 
Figure 18 Part of the red part of the columns in follow chart represent the subsidies that is intended to be eliminate 
in coming years [21] 
                                                
30 specially when Denmark it own natural gas resources will be exhausted [6] 
31 which is mostly the construction cost and not the raw material. 
32 However in some cases the interest rate might goes up but it is also can go down but major part economic consideration the 
primary amount of loan which  is  constant. 
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Role of district heating in the possible future 
In a power generation process, through conversion of produced heat from combustion 
to mechanical energy, there is always some amount of byproduct heat which also 
produced that if is cooled off, it will be waste of resources. [22] 
District heating network is a solution that can be used as a heat sink for a power 
generation plant in order to utilize produced byproduct heat in a power generation 
process, for heating and supply hot water to buildings. 
District heating is an essential element in the possible future in Varpelev Hårlev, in 
order to transmit the produced heat in biogas CHP plant to the consumption units and 
make it possible to utilize the input resources in the energy system efficiently and 
make biogas economically feasible. [23] 
 
However, it should be considered that, for the area with significant number of new 
generation of buildings such as low-energy buildings, zero energy buildings, passive 
buildings and energy plus buildings that energy consumption for heating is in very 
low or areas with plan for construction of new buildings,  construction of district 
heating might not be feasible [24] 
However, Hårlev is a small city with mostly old houses and due to rate of migration 
of people to bigger city specially among the young generation, creation of significant 
number new building is not highly probable [25] 
Based on the lifetime of a conventional building the existing buildings in Hårlev is 
also expected to remain and renovated for several decades. It is estimated that share of 
existing buildings will be around 85% - 90% by 2030. [24] 
 
In the figure.19 migration rate of different location in Denmark to the larger city can 
be seen. 
A black rhombus shows estimated location of Hårlev city.  
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Figure 19 Migration from suburb to larger city in Denmark [25] 
Role of wind and solar energy 
Windmills are one the most mature technology in Denmark, which is consistent with 
the climate conditions and also typically has feasible33 economy.34  
Including windmills 35  with relatively stable economy in a renewable energy 
symbioses can boost the economy of the whole system and in some level cover the 
possible economical risk in other plants such as biogas with more venerable economy. 
Combination of these renewable technologies can be helpful for further 
implementation and as result maturation of them. 
As it explained in the solar energy economy section, solar energy can be viable source 
of heating in for small share heat demand in the heating season in case of Varpelev 
                                                
33 For beging part of its prodction can also receive subsidies. 
34 If it is situated in a suitable location in term of technical aspects 
35 If it is supported by local citizen 
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greenhouse also in the warm season. Based on the current regulation a support loan 
that can be received [26]for solar heating, and it is also relatively easy36 to be 
establishment. Therefore based on the economic and technical advantages, solar 
energy can be the first plant to be established. 
Combination of all these forms of energy in an energy symbioses and optimizing the 
interrelation of them can give rise to creation of integrated energy system with 
feasible economy which is in favor of characteristic of different available sources of 
renewable energy in Varpelev- Hårlev area. The Varpelev- Hårlev area suggested 
system could be an example of national target of 100% renewable energy system. Due 
to explained interrelations between different elements in the energy symbioses, 
elimination of each of the technologies can effect the feasibility of rest of the 
technology except that its role in the system can be covered with other technologies. 
Combination of two demand units and its role and effect in the system 
 
Combination of two energy demand units with different consumption pattern in the 
suggested symbiosis in Varpelev-Hårlev not only as it mentioned in previous section 
creates heat demand in the entire year but also effect scale of production capacity in 
CHP. Because  normally in order to achieve a higher efficiency37 the CHP plants 
capacity should not exceed the based load  and by combination of these two 
consumption units, the level of based load will be higher specially in summer which 
allow to have the higher share of combine heat and power production38. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
36 Do not have complication of biogas and district heating planning and also locating of the plant does not have the complication 
of locating wind mills 
37 Combine heat and power production should not exceed the based load [18] 
38 lower cost for heat and electricity production 
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Organizing and team building 
 
I this stage, based the interrelation and also observation during this thesis work, a way 
efficient organizing the project is explained. 
 
As it is mentioned, on the transition phase of the proposal when an idea begins to 
enter to the practical level, it is needed for interaction stakeholders and main actors in 
order to share their concern and also review the common benefits and possibility for 
cooperation in the project through different meetings and discussions.  
However in order to benefit from these interactions for progress of the project, a 
systematic organization is needed. The team organization method from Integrated 
design approach is an effective way to organize stakeholders and actors in the current 
phase of project and also later phases. As it can be seen in the figure.17 for 
interrelation of different stakeholders and actors in the suggested energy system for 
Varpelev-Hårlev municipality is in the center, which means that municipality can be  
directly in contact with different parties . Municipality can play the facilitator role in 
the organization of different actors and communication with stakeholders.  
Based on the observation in this thesis work, since some of the activities in this 
project are new to the municipality personal, some time they have difficulties to deal 
with all these new tasks. 
Therefore it is recommended that a person or group from proposal development team 
in RUC be part of the facilitator group, to empower and educate municipality to 
through different stage of work. 
Municipality facilitator group can facilitate the interaction of different parties in the 
current phase that can leads future collaboration and partnership in later phases. 
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The other responsibilities of facilitator group will be to design a team and assigned 
different tasks to the members is assigned with different tasks and support them to 
carry out their assignments. 
A more detail duty of facilitator group for management of project working team of 
actors can be as follow: [27] 
1. Clear allocation of responsibilities between the team 
2.  Documentation and reporting relationship between the various participants 
3.  Establishing team values such as “respect, open mindedness, transparency and 
creation of communication channels” 
4.  Finalizing the decision making process 
Diagram in figure.20 shows an example design for a working team, which is inspired 
from team building for biogas project in Solrød. However the working team for the 
Varpelev- Hårlev project expected to have more members and to be more complex 
since it includes setting up an energy system comprise of five technical projects. 
Sustainable cooperation and synergy between companies  
This from of organization can help to make companies and different actor to work 
together and their cooperation is not necessarily created due to the economical interest 
but also other form of benefit39.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
39 More influence in the local activity, gaining useful information, etc. 
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Figure 20, a possible for team building in Varpelev- Hårlev based on integrated design which is also inspired from 
team building for biogas project in Solrød  ,as it can be seen different actors in bottom dark blue box should have 
dynamic interaction together.  
 
 
Effects of this project to the rest of Stevns municipality 
 
As a result of this work it is been noticed that there is a level of development of 
renewable energy that is paly major role for transforming static and disengaged 
individual renewable energy project to dynamic and effective projects that can create 
a pathway for creation of 100% renewable energy system.  
Implementation of 100% renewable energy system will change the landscape of 
Hårlev-Varpelev which can affect rest the rest of Stevns municipality and gradually 
sounding municipalities. The example for these changes and its effects can be that the 
demand for fossil fuel in the municipality will be reduced that effect the market for 
fuel in the municipality. It will change agriculture in a way that an agricultural unit 
will become a provider of food and needed input for energy production (energy crops, 
straw) and benefit from both activity, instead of paying for disposal of their residues 
make benefit from that by delivering to a biogas plant and also benefit more effective 
return fertilizer that is easier to absorb by plants which decrease the risk of pollution 
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of ground water ground. Those will effect the other farmers in other part of 
municipality. Change of Varpelev greenhouse from dependent unit to the high level of 
usage of fossil fuel and concern for CO2 payment to a unit that is can continue its 
agricultural activity both heat and power production and not polluting the sourandig 
environment and without economical consequences of the pollution in form of CO2 
payment which will effect the other similar business.     
 
In addition to the calculation in the proposal which shows that economical feasibility 
of Varpelev-Hårlev project there are series of economical benefits caused by the 
implementation of the project that is yet to be evaluated in term of economy and 
environment and social benefits, for instance elimination of fossil fuel consumption 
will prevent adverse effects of increasing and unstable fossil fuel price on local and 
national economy. 
The other positive effect, which is hard to evaluate economically, is the improvement 
effect of the project on local environment such as reduction CO2 and other greenhouse 
gas emission that might later on cause saving of money for municipality and refinery 
of the local agricultural waste in biogas plant which means less pollution and also 
prevention of losing valuable material such as phosphor and potassium and reduction 
of run off of and leakage of nitrogen and other fertilizer to the water that can save 
money on water activity of the municipality later on and also the other outcome will 
be a cleaner environment and less pollution and less harmful effects on human and 
ecosystem which currently is not calculated as a economical benefit of the project. 
 
8. Conclusion 
In order to understand different element in Varpelev_Hårlev project in order to 
contribute further analysis to its current phase and also learn to produce the similar 
proposal , working of development  renewable energy system is categorized in four 
phases.  The four phases are phase one, proposal development which is an idea 
development for a renewable energy project is created and also prefeasibility study 
and defining the desirable future and other elements then phase two, transition 
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phase which is including feasibility study, negotiation with stake holders and 
education and creation of interest, proposal approval and in brief is the transition of 
idea to a project and start to act on a project and application for finances and phase 
three, project development  which is fulfilling the legal requirement, economical 
design and other elements and phase four, implementation of the project  which 
includes bidding and construction.  
By studying series of developed proposals and projects for renewable energy 
promotion by RUC research group in Region Zealand and also applying four 
approaches of Backcasting based on natural step framework, Logical framework 
approach, Integrated design process, System approach detail steps was developed for 
each phases. A more detail explanation and relevant elements can be find in detail in 
the 6 and 7 that four phases is explained. 
The focus in this project was on the two phases. In the methodology section it is 
explained how the four approaches was used to develop each steps in the proposal 
development phase and transition phase. It is shown how sustainability of each units 
in the energy system have been considered in the proposal development. In the 
application of phase one it is shown the steps for mapping resources and technology.  
However these steps are those was identified in this thesis and further addition might 
be needed. 
The project implementation and project was not part of this project work however the 
elements of these phases was listed because there is need to have vision for future in 
order to consider that from begging phase of a project. Using public required permits 
and environmental impact assessment to improve the project and design more 
comprehensive design and using all available tool for improving the project in the 
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long-term scale.  
The main actors and stakeholders in Varpele-Hårlev area are municipality, 
greenhouse owner and farmers and citizen that their interest and capacity was 
explained.  By dynamic communication with these actors and stakeholders and 
including their interest and feedback from begging stages of planning , their support 
can be attracted to the project and also by continuous improvement of the technical 
feasibility and optimization of interrelation of different technical element and 
consequently  improvement of economy stakeholders can be motivated to be part of 
the process realization of  the project. 
One way of efficient organization of stakeholders is suggested that can be seen in 
figure 17 which is inspired from Integrated design approach and identified 
interrelation between different elements in the system. Based on the observation and 
analysis, which have been carried in this work, a facilitator person or organization is 
needed to be utilized in the project in order to organize the project and help the actors 
to cooperate and interact together during the project and carried out their task and that 
can also establish a measure that can scope the result of each action during all the 
stages of the project. Municipality and RUC research team can play this role. 
 Based on system approach all the production units related to their consumption units 
through conversion unit which can either district heating system or electricity grid and 
also with input units which for instance in case biogas CHP are farmers. Improvement 
of technical feasibility and integration of different technologies is related to 
optimization of this interrelation between different energy system units. 
Part of this this work was to contribute to the current phase of the project, which is 
transition from proposal to a project. The feasibility of suggested supply and some of 
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the inter relation between five plant in the proposal have been studied, which are as 
follow environmental relation such GHG emission reduction and nitrogen loses. 
Series of calculation have been carried out  in the feasibility section which shown that 
combination of heat production units are sufficient to meet the entire heat demand 
both in Varpelev greenhouse and Hårlev city .  
By putting the four plant heat production on a heat duration curve, amount aggregate 
of production and amount of demand for two demand unit vegetable greenhouse and 
Hårlev city it can be seen how combination of these units are an efficient and secure 
energy system. Therefor it is recommended that all these units are implemented as a 
system. Becasuse due to the identify interrelation elimination of each of these 
technology will effect the feasibility of the whole system. 
On the other hand realization of each of this form of project of creation of 100% 
renewable energy system as it is in Varplev- Hårlev proposal, which is practicing of 
the national in small scale, creates momentum for realization similar project in larger 
scale and finally realization of the national energy target. 
  
9. Perspective   
 
9.1 Integration of Renewable Energy into current and Future Energy Systems  
 
 
In order to approach to the national energy target there is need for continuous effort 
for preparation of needed condition for realization of national target. This preparation 
include innovative way of organization ,investment, creation of governance and 
designing the energy system complying with renewable energy characteristic. 
As it can be see in IPCC report in order to achieve higher penetration of renewable 
energy (RE) in present energy supply systems which is in favor of fossil fuel 
characteristics, is required to adopt all elements in an energy system from demand 
units (buildings, etc.) to distribution system (district heating, electricity network, etc) 
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and conversion units (combine heat and power plants, solar plant, etc) and input 
units(agriculture units, etc) to integrated as a whole system to create favorable context  
in a long term for creation of 100% renewable energy base system. 
Integration is one of the main requirement for establishing an efficient symbioses. 
One of the most important part of renewable energy characteristic is that, they are 
distributed sources of energy, therefore the whole energy system needed be to 
designed in distributed way. For instance solar heat cannot sent far away and when it 
couple with combine heat and power it level down its capacity.  
The other characteristic for some of the renewable energy is pattern of availability 
such sun and wind which required a smart system, which is new life to the old system.  
Furthermore, combination different technology to create stable system for instance 
combining windmill plant and biogas combine heat and power for creation and solar 
plant to create a secure and stable energy supply. 
However if a project is not designed to be integrated to the rest of energy system, it 
will just become energy saver not a supply source. But if the objective of the project 
is to become 100% renewable energy the whole energy system have to build and 
organized based on renewable energy sources and their characteristics. So it is 
important to have a system approach in the local level otherwise the project is end up 
with primitive project with the effects far from objective of the project. That is reason 
strategic level of planning is very important. 
 
The vital point is that by strategic level of planning and system approach to design an 
efficient and feasible technical aspect of energy system by creates new relation and 
optimizes the current relation between different units of an energy system. 
 
Establishment small-scale renewable projects, which can function as fuel saver is not 
a complicated process but when it is comes to a 100% which is also practicing the 
national target in smaller scale, it will be matter of integration renewable energy to 
system that function fossil fuel agenda, which is characteristically different from 
renewable energy in term of availability. 
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11. Appendixes 
11.1. Integrated design for green buildings its key elements and  
 
 
Elements of integrated design process is as follow: 
PD: Predesign 
 66 
SD: Schematic design 
DD: Design development 
CD: Construction 
BC: Bidding, construction, commissioning 
BO: Building operation 
PO: Post occupancy 
 
13.2 . Detail calculation tables in the Varpelev Hårlev Proposal  
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Tabel 1. Solvarmeanlæg
Som det fremgår af projektoversigten (s. 3), så er der indtænkt tre primære varmeforsy-
ningsenheder, nemlig:
 • 5.100 MWh: Solvarmeanlæg på 10.000 m2 med en forventet produktion på den anførte 
    størrelse.
 • 28.700 MWh: Overskudsvarme fra motoranlægget i tilknytning til biogasanlægget. Varmen
    er nettovarme, idet eget forbruget af varme poå biogasanlægget er fratrukket.
 • 27.400 MWh: Forventet årlig produktion på den ombyggede kulkedel til fliskedel. Denne
    produktion vil svare til en kapacitetsudnyttelse på knap 40%.
Solvarmeanlægget
Investeringen i solvarmeanlæggetforetages af Varpelev Gartneri, som har opnået et anlægs-
støtte på 65% til etableringen af anlægget. 
Der er anvendt to forskellige metoder til estimering af anlæggets produktion, nemlig dels
Teknologikatalogets beregninger og dels erfaringstal, baseret på et modsvarende anlæg i 
Væggerløse, Sydfalster.
Enhedsop- Anlæggets Forventet
lysninger størrelse årlig pro-
MWh/m2 m2 duktion
Teknologikatalogets estimat: 0,500 10.000 5.000 MWh [1]
Væggerløse estimat - 10.000 4.840 MWh
Indikation på størrelse ydelse: 0,525 10.000 5.250 MWh [2]
[1] Technology Data for Energy; Energistyrelsen og Energinet.dk Maj 2012, s. 145., 
[2] Forventning om, at det specifikke anlæg vil have en højere ydelse - her anslået til 5%.
Solvarmeanlæggets indpasning i forhold til varmebehov
Normalt antages det, at der er en begrænset mulighed for at anvende solvarme i et fjernvarmesystem,
fordi solen skinner om sommeren, medens varmebehovet er størst om vinteren. Generelt kan man der-
for kun nyttiggøre et solvarmeanlæg, som har en maksimalt kapacitet, svarende til 18-20% af opvar-
ningsbehovet. Men det er ikke tilfældet for drivhuse, hvor der er et sammenfald:
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Tabel 2 . Økonomi i solvarmeanlægget
Den økonomiske vurdering af solvarmeanlægget baseres på følgende nøgletal:
 • Anlægsinvestering: 15 mio kr samt følgeinvesteringer på 2 mio kr.
 • Årsydelse på henholdsvis 4.840 MWh og 5.250 MWh
 • Afskrivningsperiode til 20 år, selvom levetiden forventes at være 30 år [note 1]
Solvarmeanlægget
  Anlægsinvestering for 10.000 m2 solfangeranlæg: 15,0 mio. Kr
  Følgeinvesteringer: 2,0 mio. Kr
  Forventet produktion (1): 4.840 MWh
  Forventet produktion (2): 5.250 MWh
Årlig udgifter - efter forventet produktion på 4.840 MWh:
Drift og vedligeholdelse [efter note 1]: 20.581 D.kr
Afskrivning og forrentning: 1.250.890 D.kr
 - Afskrivningsperiode: 20 år
 - Forrentning: 4,0% p.a.
Samlede omkostninger: 1.271.470 D.kr
Produktionsprisen for varme pr kWh: 0,26 D.kr
Årlig udgifter - efter forventet produktion på 5.250 MWh:
Drift og vedligeholdelse [efter note 1]: 22.324 D.kr
Afskrivning og forrentning: 1.250.890 D.kr
 - Afskrivningsperiode: 20 år
 - Forrentning: 4,0% p.a.
Samlede omkostninger: 1.273.214 D.kr
Produktionsprisen for varme pr kWh: 0,24 D.kr
Årlig udgifter - med anlægstilskud på 65% og produktion på 5.250 MWh:
Drift og vedligeholdelse [efter note 1]: 22.324 D.kr
Afskrivning og forrentning: 437.811 D.kr
 - Afskrivningsperiode: 20 år
 - Forrentning: 4,0% p.a.
Samlede omkostninger: 460.135 D.kr
Produktionsprisen for varme pr kWh: 0,09 D.kr
Risikovurdering
Der er ingen væsentlige risici forbundet med et solvarmeanlæg. Produktionsprisen for solvarmen afhæn-
ger i meget høj grad af afskrivningsperioden. Hvis forudsætningen er et anlægstilskud på 65% og en
varmeproduktion på 5.250 MWh, fås følgende:
  Afskrivningsperiode på 30 år (levetiden): 7 øre pr kWh
  Afskrivningsperiode på 20 år: 9 øre pr kWh
  Afskrivningsperiode på 10 år: 14 øre pr kWh
  Ved straks afskrivning (afskrivning på 1 år): 118 øre pr kWh
[1] Technology Data for Energy, op.cit., s. 145.
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Tabel 3. Gyllemængden i København Syd området
Oversigten skal belyse biogaspotentialerne i de tre kommuner. Opgørelserne er baseret på
husdyrtællingerne i det centrale husdyrregister - CHR - Centralt HusdyrRegister. Dataerne er 
genereret april 2013. 
Biogas ressourcer i København Syd - Gylle, tons, 2013
Gyllemængde for alle landbrug og for brug med mindst 3.000 tons årlig
Gylle fra Gylle fra
Dyrket areal kvæg svin Gylle i alt
ha i alt i tons i tons i tons
Alle landbrug
Greve 2.997 899 3.906 4.805
Solrød 2.036 1.352 3.720 5.072
Køge 10.013 13.567 40.054 53.621
Stevns 18.610 29.547 92.290 121.837
I alt: 33.656 45.365 139.970 185.335
Gyllens procentfordeling: - 24,5% 75,5% 100,0%
Landbrug med mindst 3.000 tons årlig - kun svin og malkekvæg
Greve 2.997 0 3.840 3.840
Solrød 2.036 0 3.648 3.648
Køge 10.013 5.644 21.373 27.017
Stevns 18.610 6.849 74.948 81.797
I alt: 33.656 12.493 103.809 116.302
Gyllens procentfordeling: - 10,7% 89,3% 100,0%
Allerede udnyttet gylle: 0
Minimumspotentiale - gylle: 12.493 103.809 116.302
Kilde: CHR - Centralt HusdyrbrugsRegister.
Biogasproduktion i København Syd området
Produktion
Gylle Øvrige rå- Produktion Biogas M3
i tons vare i tons Biogas TJ i 1.000 m3
Greve, Solrød, Stevns:
 - ingen anlæg - - - -
Køge
 - Biogas fra industrianlæg 0 Slam mv. 50,5 2.196
 - Køge Afløb 0 Slam mv. 11,5 501
Ialt råvarer og biogas: 0 0 62,0 2.697
Kilde: For de specifikke anlæg er data'erne baseret på »Produktionsdata fra biogas« (Foreningen for
    Danske Biogasanlæg 2012). Oversigtstallene er baseret på uddrag fra Energiproducenttællingen; 
    Energistyrelsen 2013. 
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Tabel 4. Gyllepotentiale i Varpelev anlæggets opland
Opgørelserne tager udgangspunkt i en placering af det påtænkte biogasanlæg ved Varpelev
gartneri. Data-udtræk fra CHR-databasen er pr. maj 2013. Oversigten skal belyse biomasse
potentialerne på to måder:
 • Gylle ressourcerne, baseret på det CentraleHusdyrRegister's for husdyrbesætninger, opdelt på
   svin-, kvæg- og minkgylle.
 • Gylle ressourcerne i forhold til et opland for biogasanlægget i Køng, hvor der er regnet med en 
    maksimalt afstand på 20 km.
Der ses væk fra gyllen på landbrug med mindre end 1.000 tons, og samtidigt forudsættes
det, at der kun kan opnås tilslutning fra 70% af brugene; dog forventes det, at alle mink-
farmene kunne have interesse i at levere. Det føre til følgende gyllemængde, som må an-
ses for at være det maksimale.
Gylle ressourcer i Varpelev opland - samlet oversigt over gylle
Brutto Brug med Brug med Brug med
Alle brug afstand på 10 afstand på 15 afstand på 20
Opdelt efter gylletype i tons *) km - i tons km - i tons km - i tons
 Svinegylle - mindst 1.000 tons: 113.620 52.798 96.780 108.804
 Kvæggylle - mindst 1.000 tons 27.109 10.952 10.952 15.536
 Minkgylle - alle minkfarme: 3.032 1.387 3.032 3.032
I alt: 143.760 65.137 110.763 127.371
Forslag til anlægsimensionering:
 Udgangspunkt for beregningerne - svine- og kvæggylle fra optil 20 km: 124.339
 Skøn - 70% af svine- og kvæggylle fra optil 20 km: 87.038
 Minkgyllen fra områdets tre minkfarme: 3.032
I alt 90.069
*) Tallene er fra alle kvæg-, svine, og minkbrug, uanset gyllemængden.
Potentiale
Mulige gylleleverandører
Biogasanlæg
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Tabel 5. Potentielle leverandører i biogas-oplandet
Opgørelsen viser forventede gyllemængder, afstand i kilometer til placeringen af biogasanlægget ved
Varpelev, samt tonkilometer for de enkelte potentielle leverandører. I oversigten er medtaget svine- 
og kvægbesætninger med 1.000 tons gylle eller mere pr år, samt alle minkfarme i oplandet. Det be-
mærkes, at afstanden til biogasanlægget er den faktiske kørselsafstand, og ikke luftlinieafstand.
Som det fremgår af tabel 4 forventes, at 70% af svine- og svinegyllen indgår i leverancen, svarende
til godt 87.000 tons. sammenhæng bør nævnes, at de 7 største potentielle gylleleverandører alene 
står for knap 56.000 tons, eller godt 64%.
Svin-, kvæg- 
og mink-
Type gylle - tons Afstand i km Tonkilometer
Svin Bækkemosevej 12, Varpelev 3.649 1,57 5.728
Svin Lykkebækvej 8 3.596 2,99 10.753
Svin Tomsgårdsvej 2 6.933 3,28 22.741
Svin Varpelevvej 8 2.400 3,86 9.264
Kvæg Esagervej 6, Magleby 1.986 4,01 7.963
Svin Bjælkerupvej 139 3.901 5,17 20.170
Mink Klippingevej 11 541 5,24 2.832
Svin Råmosevej 16, Magleby 3.456 5,30 18.317
Svin Bavnegårdsvej 4, Magleby 1.920 5,81 11.155
Svin Stigbrovej 20, Himlingøje 3.169 5,82 18.444
Svin Langebergvej 2, Magleby 1.920 6,56 12.595
Kvæg Gjorslevvej 20, Holtug 8.966 6,82 61.150
Svin Ågårdsvej 2, St. Linde 8.540 7,65 65.334
Svin Tjørnevej 8, St Tårnby 3.456 7,82 27.026
Mink Skovlindevej 4, Ll Linde 846 8,62 7.293
Svin Frøslev Bygade 3, Frøslev 1.545 9,33 14.413
Svin Lerskovvej 18, Enderslev 2.527 9,36 23.650
Svin Voldstedvej 4, Frøselv 5.786 9,43 54.559
Svin Sigerslevevj 97, Sigerslev 3.536 10,05 35.536
Svin Tornebjergevj 34, Frøslev 3.072 11,24 34.529
Svin Rengevej 15, Renge 4.192 11,71 49.085
Svin Lyderslev Bygade 42, Lyderslev 1.344 12,17 16.356
Svin Totterupvej 1 1.728 12,57 21.721
Svin Stevnsvej 1, Tågerup 1.728 12,74 22.015
Svin Vandrigsvej 19, Gevnø 7.488 13,41 100.414
Mink Vissemosevej 21, Gevnø 1.645 14,06 23.129
Svin Broveshøjvej 27, Ll Heddinge 2.861 14,22 40.681
Svin Skuderupvej 3 2.735 14,29 39.079
Svin Vivedevej 8 4.608 14,41 66.401
Svin Skørpingevej 34, Skørpinge 6.211 14,70 91.294
Kvæg Mindehøjvej 5, Havnelev Mark 4.480 14,91 66.800
Svin Dyssevej 2, Lund 12.024 16,17 194.423
Kvæg Rødvigvej 20, Ll Torøje 4.584 16,66 76.366
I alt Svine- og kvæggylle: 124.339 - 1.161.473
Minkgylle: 3.032 - 109.742
Andre
Kvæg Høsten Teglværksvej 32, Høsten 3.601 21,52 77.486
Kvæg Baunebjergvej 7 4.522 25,47 115.185
I alt Ekstra kvæggylle: 8.123 - 192.671
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Tabel 6. Biogasanlæg i Varpelev
Forudsætningen for et anlæg med en samlet råvaremængde på 120.100 tons er følgende:
 - 76.200 tons svinegylle fra besætninger indenfor en radius på 20 km.
 - 10.900 tons kvæggylle fra primært malkebesætninger indenfor en radius på 20 km.
 - 3.000 tons minkgylle indenfor en radius på 20 km.
 - 15.600 tons halm (eller anden supplerende organiske restprodukter eller affald).
 - 14.400 tons græs, f.eks. fra pudsning af frøgræsarealer, energiafgrøder mv.
Det forudsættes, at gyllen udgør 75% og anden organisk materiale udgør maksimalt, og at energiaf-
afgrøder maksimalt udgør 12% (krav fra 2018 og frem).
Biogasanlæg ved Varpelev Gartneri - råvarer og gasudbytte
Forventet
Materiale input: Tørstof Organisk Tørstof Methan bidrag til
Mængde indhold tørstof mængde potentiale gasproduktion
tons  i procent i procent tons m3/tons  Ren metan m3
Gylle:
Svinegylle 76.162 5,5% 80,0% 3.351 290,0 971.827
Kvæggylle 10.875 7,5% 80,0% 653 190,0 123.975
Minkgylle 3.032 6,5% 75,0% 148 350,0 51.734
Dybstrøelse kvæg 0 25,0% 80,0% 0 180,0 0
Dybstrøelse fjerkræ 0 57,5% 76,0% 0 180,0 0
Hestegødning 0 47,9% 80,0% 0 350,0 0
Energiafgrøder:
Majs 0 33,0% 97,0% 0 352,0 0
Roer 0 20,0% 92,0% 0 435,0 0
Græs - 12% 14.411 33,0% 90,0% 4.280 307,0 1.313.984
Efterafgrøder
Olieræddike 0 14,9% 87,2% 0 253,0 0
Gul sennep 0 15,9% 87,2% 0 253,0 0
Andre afgrøder 0 0,0% 0,0% 0 253,0 0
Andre råvarer
Halm 13% 15.612 85,0% 97,0% 12.872 245,0 3.153.655
Roetoppe 0 11,6% 85,0% 0 370,0 0
Gødeskær 0 27,0% 0,0% 0 405,4 0
Andre råvarer 0 0,0% 0,0% 0 0,0 0
Affaldsfraktioner
Industriaffald 0 0,0% 0,0% 0 405,4 0
Husholdning affald 0 30,0% 86,0% 0 350,0 0
Andre fraktioner 0 0,0% 0,0% 0 0,0 0
Sum 120.092 - - 21.304 263,6 5.615.175
Biogasudbytte - m3 pr tilført tons: 46,8 m3
Kilde til enhedsfaktorer: Thorkil Birkmose, Kurt Hjort-Gregersen & Kasper Stefanek: Biomasser til bio-
    gasanlæg i Danmark - på kort og lang sigt; AgroTek, 2013, og Søren Ugilt Larsen: Energiafgrøder 
    til biogasproduktion; Seminar om biomasse til biogas; Skejby, 25. november 2010. M.V.
Energiproduktion:
Gas - brutto 200.933 GJ           Brændværdi (nedre) metan: 35,784 MJ/m3
Gas - brutto 55.815 MWh        Brændværdi (nedre) metan: 9,940 KWh/m3
Omregnet til biogas:
Ren methan: 5,6 Mio. m3
Biogas (65% metan): 8,6 Mio m3 
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Tabel 5. Estimeret arealforbrug til energiafgrøder
Under forudsætning af råvaresammensætningen som anført i tabel 6.
Areal Areal
Materiale input: Tørstof Tørstof Tørstof behovet behovet Prod.pris
mængde min./ha max/ha ved Min. ved Max. tons råvare
tons tons* tons* ha ha kr/tons
Energiafgrøder  *)
Majs 0 11,00 13,00 0 0 203
Roer 0 9,00 13,00 0 0 162
Græs - 12% 4.280 10,80 11,40 396 375 189
Efterafgrøder
Olieræddike 0 9,00 12,00 0 0 179
Gul sennep 0 17,00 19,00 0 0 179
Andre afgrøder 0 0,51 0,85 0 0 179
Samlet arealbehov: - - - 396 375 -
Kilde: Energiafgrøder til biogasproduktion. Seminar om biomasse til biogas. Skejby, 25. november
      2010.
  *) Min (minimum) er typisk udbytte på sandjord, medens max (maksimum) typisk er udbytte på
      lerjord.
**) Der tages her udgangspunkt i den procentandel for energiafgrøder, der er fastlagt fra 2018 og 
      frem; jvf. »Begrænsning for brug af majs og andre energiafgrøder til produktion af biogas«. Notat,
      Energistyrelsen, 26. september 2012.
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Tabel 8. Næringsstoffer i biogas-restprodukter 
På grundlag af forskellige nøgletal estimeres der følgende sammensætning af kvælstof,
fosfor og kalium i restproduktet fra biogasanlægget:
Sammensætning af NPK ved 120.100 tons gylle og biomasse
Råvare Total N Total N NH4-N NH4-N Fosfor Fosfor Kalium Kalium
i tons kg/tons i tons kg/tons* i tons kg/tons i tons kg/tons i tons
Svinegylle 76.200 5,10 388,6 0,00 0,0 1,1 83,8 2,70 205,7
Kvæggylle 10.900 5,20 56,7 0,00 0,0 1,1 12,0 1,80 19,6
Minkgylle 3.000 5,20 15,6 0,00 0,0 0,9 2,7 5,20 15,6
Halm*** 15.600 2,00 31,2 0,00 0,0 0,1 2,2 1,24 19,3
Rajgræs 14.400 5,30 76,3 0,00 0,0 2,70 38,9 1,00 14,4
Majs 0 4,30 0,0 0,00 0,0 0,81 0,0 3,72 0,0
Grødeskær 0 1,49 0,0 0,00 0,0 0,22 0,0 1,20 0,0
I alt 120.100
Afgasset mængde: 109.448 - 568,4 - - - 139,6 - 274,7
Næringsstofindhold i procent, kg pr. tons: 5,2 - - - 1,3 - 2,5
     *) Tallene er ikke umiddelbart tilgængelige, og vil formentlig også være afhængig af biogastype.
   **) Med en tildeling på 160 kg/ha vil kvælstofmængden svare til N-gødskning af godt 4.400 ha.
 ***) Forbehold for halmtallene - efter udenlandske kilder.
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11.1.1. Authority approval and legal requirments  
The next step is to  more systematic design, socio economical analysis, criteria for 
sustainability, criteria that be used in a to design sustainable development 
Tabel 9. Anlægsomkostning på Varpelev biogas
Tabellen giver et overslag over anlægsomkostningerne for et biogasanlæg med en behand-
lingskapacitet på 120.100 tons. Der anvendes to forskellige beregningsmetoder, nemlig føl-
gende:
 • Metode 1: Beregninger med udgangspunkt i Teknologikataloget,* hvor anlægsomkostnin-
   gerne estimeres efter de enhedsomkostninger, der er anført i teknologikataloget.
 • Metode 2: Beregninger, baseret på et eget udviklet beregningssystem.**
  *) Technology Data for Energy Plants, Energinet.dk og Energistyrelsen, Maj 2012, s. 185-197.
**) Anders Fredenslund & Tyge Kjær: Vurdering af energiproduktion, miljøeffekter og økonomien for 
      biogasanlæg. Modelbeskrivelse og vejledning til regnearksmodel. Juni 2012.
Anlægsomkostninger - metode 1
Biogasanlæg
 med motor
Kraftvarme Enhed
De tilførte råvare i tons: 120.100 tons
Gasproduktion i mio kubikmeter - biogas (m3): 8,6 mio m3
Gasproduktion omregnet til ren metan i mio kubikmeter (m3): 5,6 mio m3
Rådighedsfaktor: 98 %
Antal driftstimer årligt: 8.585 timer/år
Gasproduktion pr time 1.006 m3/time
Energiindhold 55.815 MWh
El-produktion - el-virkningsgrad og samlet produktion: 41% 22.884 MWh
El-produktion - nødvendig minimumskapacitet: 2,7 MW
Enhedsomkostning biogasanlæg m. biogasmotor: 30,6 mio/MW
Anlægssum for biogasanlæg med motor 81,5 Mio.kr
Anlægsomkostninger - metode 2
Biogasanlæg
med motor
Kraftvarme Enhed
Anlægssum for biogasanlæg:* 47,8 Mio.kr
Motoranlæg: 24,7 Mio.kr
Anlægssum i alt: 72,5 Mio.kr
  *) Biogasanlæg incl. Grund, jordarbejder, montage og rådgivning, tanke, reaktorer m.v., men uden
      motoranlæg. 
Konklusion
De to metoder giver et lidt forskelligt  estimat for biogasanlægget, nemlig henholdsvis 81,5 mio kr og
72,5 mio kr. Anlægsomkostningerne er under alle omstændigheder anslået. I det følgende vil der blive
anvendt et forsigtigt skøn, idet der som anlægssum vil blive taget udgangspunkt i resultatet fra den
første metode, svarende til en anlægssum, på 81,5 mio kr.
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It goes in a same way for designing an energy system design for given location. 
However ensuring the improvement of social and economical growth of the 
municipality also have to ensured different phased of the project from design to 
implementation and then to the operation phase.  
 
The legal requirements are one of the sections that can be different for different 
location in different courtiers. However in any form of legal requirement the effort 
can be to find innovative ways to saving in time for fulfilling the requirement, for 
instance by undertaking the reports in parallel and create the document with same 
basic information simultaneously.  
The follow is the legal requirement that have to be carried out before  implementing a 
project. 
- Screening: 
 Based on the application municipality prepares a screening of the project to 
determine whether EIA assesstemnt is required for the project or not. There is a flat 
form (checklist) for screening, drawn up by the municipal environmental department.  
The screening is expected to last four weeks, divided as follows: 1 week to initial 
treatment ment, 2 weeks consultation and 1 week for subsequent summation and the 
development of contingency end. The hearing stage consists of three parallel hearings 
, namely internal hearing within the commution, external hearing in the municipality 
and external hearing of other authorities (most municipalities have developed a solid 
template for screening). 
 
 Scoping :is the process by which the project is presented to the public with  
for an assessment and consultation on the elements to be included in the EIA report.  
Scoping expected overall to take 8 weeks distributed as follows: two weeks for the 
preparation of the consultation documents, consultation in 4 weeks and 2 weeks 
summary of the elements that should be included in the EIA report.  
Subsequently, produced the follow five documents: 
- EIA assestment 
- Municipal level supplement 
- Environmental approval  
- Local Plan, including rural zone approval  
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- Project Approval in connection with the Heat Supply Act. 
 
 
 
